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INTRODUOI1ION
Most great writers a chieve immortality because
they cherish a single idea or story and make it the focal point for all the ir liter ary efforts.

For Shake-

speare it was the stage, and the anti c ipation of hearing his lines spoken to appreci ative audiences; for Tennyson it was Sir Tho.mas Malory and His Arthurian Legend;
for John Milton it was t he Holy Bible.

Having becone

obsessed with the Hebrew story i n childhood, his soul
clinging t o its l anguage and thought, Milton spent almost an entire lifetime explori ng its mysteries and gathering inspiration for poems which were to expound some
of its most essential teachings.
The recent works of John Milton deal with his political and theological ideas and with the cultural backgrounds of both the poetry a nd prose .

Such studies tend

to emphasize the position which Milton holds as the representative of Christian humanism i n its English mani festations in a period of conflict and u~heaval.

It is clear,

nevertheless, that he was both a conservative and a great
r efor mer.
A s tudy of a r eformer's views in any field should l ogi-

cally begin with the status quo .

Usually sooething has in-

fluenced him to make him want to a lter existing conditions .
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it may have been some experience, belief

'

nr actice

~

'

his

early life, parentage, environment or even a mer e idea
suggested by a predecessor.

Whatever the case, sone light

on any one of these factors will aid in an understanding
as to why certain existing conditions needed changing .

This

being true, a l og i cal beginning , in any study of Milton, is
with what may be called a nbackground," :for the purpose of
discovering fundament a l causes th<lt prompted Milton to believe that certain religious and political changes w- re necessary for human progress.
Milton's formative year s were f i l l ed with many disturbances both religious and political .
were being attacked.

The Church and State

At t he time, two doctrines prevailed -

Puritanic or Arminianistic and Calvinistic , of which John
Milton and John Calvin wer e strong advocators respectively.
Milt on believed in reverence for the Scripture and for the
sovereign majesty of God , a severe morality, popular sympathies, a f ervent attachment t o the cause of civil f reedom and liberty and purity of church worship, which were
the signs and t okens of the Puritan or Arminian spirit.
Calvin stated t hat the doctrine for which he stood was
governed by the Bible itself and by ChListian practices .
These were predestination, atonement , natural depr avity ,
grace a nd justice.

Throughout Paradis e ~

and Paradise

Regained, one will find direct examples of Puritan Theology

3

also passages that express principles for which Puritanism
stood.
In the chapters which follow in this thesis, the facts
regarding Puritan Theology as reflected in Paradise~
and Paradise Regained are presented so as to provide pleasure
from an interpretative standpoint anc. show to what degree
Milton achieved his aim.

It is t o be remembered, however,

that a lthough Milton lost his faith in the English masses
and was deprived of much of his worldly goods with the Restoration, his ambition was lofty, because froo earliest
childhood, he had felt himself destined for some great accomplishment and had shsped his every thought and effort
toward that end.

Hov, well Milton sue ceeded in his ambi-

tion to write something that "aftertimes shou.1d not willingly
let die" only we, three hundred years later, who have read
Milton 's major poems know.

They are universally accepted

as the greatest epics in the English l ~nguage and are classified as Puritan epics because they embody Chastity, Obedience and self-discipline - those principles for which
Puritan Theology stood and which a re so nobly expressed in
John Milton's Paradise~ and Paradise Regained.

CHAPTER I

PURIT.l.NISM
The Puri tan 1:ovement, from whic h the t erm "Puri t a nism" is derived, had its beginning in t~ seventeenth century, a century notable for civil, ecclesia stical and theological disturba roes and turbulence; a period of cris es
through which the Church and State p assed wherein the revolutionaries took a con spicuo..is sha re, and ·Nere cal. led , from
that time , Puritans .

npuri t a nism" a nd "Arminianism," are

similur far the Purita ns held to t h e s rune beliefs a s the
Arminians, who revolted a gainst certain a spects of Calvinism.

The leading principles of the l r minians were the uni-

versality of t he benefit of .i1tonen.ent, and a restored freedom of the human will as a n element in the Divine decrees
and in opposition to the assertion of the a bsolute sovereignty of God.

The three fundament a l t e rms of theological

definition and discussion - God, Man and the essential relations between them a re represented in the three great controversies of historical theology respectively: Atha nasius,
Augustine and Arminus .

athanasiQS represents the movement

which gave specific definition to the Church's doctrine of
the Divine Nature .

Augustine sta nds a s the grea t exponent

of the inner moral significa nce of human na ture a nd of the
relation of the individual to the raoe •

.arminius found hi s

place as the interpreter of the ethical rele tions between
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God and man.

His system r ecognized and expounded the de-

veloped doctrine of God and of man which the church had lorg
accepted as established positi ons but which her theologians
had never satisfactorily related.
Cal vi nism had set the absolutism of the eternal decrees
against the Catholi c absolutism of the external Church .

Cal-

vinistic divines asserted that the Divine decree to salvation
being antecedent to the Fall required for its accomplishment
the decree of sin.
means.

Sin was ordained not as an end but as a

It was her e because there was something that God could

not accomplish wi"t;ho.it it .

What is first in the Divine in-

tention is last in the Divine execution.
was the decree to save .
first be lost.

The primal purpose

But if man was to be saved, he must

Hence, the Fall was decreed as a consequence

of a decreed salvation .

The more moderate e:x;ponents of Cal-

vinis~ connected the Fall with the permission of God, instead
of with his foreordination .

The Divine decree took the ex-

istence of s in for granted, dealt with man as fallen and
elected or rejected him for reasons profoundly indifferent to
human judgement.

This difference i n decision between the two

beliefs was the immediate occasion for the rise of Arminianism.
The Arminians regarded the Calvinists ' posit i on as an
open a ttack on two sides - the side of God and the side of
man which was considered nonproportioned and ethically unfair •

Hence, the task of the Arminians was to re-state wha t
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was regarded as the primitive and Scriptural view, held
by the Church before Aug us tine cone erning the relation
between God and man in the work of salvation, and in this
view the sole responsibility of man for his own damnation

was evident.

The criticism of Calvinism, therefore, founo.

centres of attack in five points - predestination, atonement, depraving, grace and final perseverance.

The Cal-

vinists held predestination to be absolute and unconditional.

The decree to elect was without foresight of

faith or of good works .

In its operation t he Divine will

was motivated from without, moved only from wi thin, ei ther
by the grace or by the necessity of t he Divire Nature.
The .Arminians say the principle of the election of grace
is maintained.

The Divine will is abs olutely supreme, but

its supremacy is moral.
than to forgive.

God is not more bound to punish

Tm Divine decree, whethe r elective or

reprobatory, is conditione d through.out.
With the Calvinists, a tonement is strictly limited.
Its relation to the non-elect was incidental; its intention is fer the elect a lone.
absolute.

For them its efficacy was

The Arminians held tl:B t .Atorement wa s universal.

It was r£ infinite value, designed far a ll, accomplished
for all.

It made the salvation of man act.ial, but ren-

dered the salvati. on of all men possible, the result bei.rg
in every case conditioned by faith.

Christ died f or all
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but only believers receive the benefit.
Regarding depravity, the Calvinists held this to be
t otal , involving bondage of the will and i nability to any
spiritual good .

By the Fal 1, the na t .ire of man was poi-

soned at its utmost core and original holi ness and righteousm s s changed to absolute depravity .

The Arminiam

held t hat depravity was a bias, which left the will free
and man r esponsibl e for his own destiny through the choice
of faith or unbelief.
The grace of God mth the Calvinists is to be irresistible.

The calling of God was both effectual and ef-

ficacious and due to the i mmediate operation of the Spirit
of God upon the soul .

With the Ar minians , the assertion is

t hat the Divine action was mediate through the truth, and
thus moral and persuasive, as distinguished from physical
and necessi tatiDg.
The final point of the Calvinists is final perseverance whe r ei n they held to the indefectibility of the saints .
Men, unconditionally elected, absolutely purchased by the
death of Christ, and called out of their depraved and lost
estate by t he direct operat i on of the Hol y Spirit, could
not fall froc. grace .

The Armi nians held that the possi-

bi l ity of a true believer's f alling froc. grace was de-

8
clared. 1

To these beliefs of the Anninians the Puritans

held permanently, and for this reason when one speaks of
Arminianism it is associated with Puritanism.
The earliest im eption of the Puri tan Movement may
be traced back, at least, to the early part of the sixteenth century as it was then that the open rupture began
between the older order and the new; when the smaller
monasteries were dissolved , and the property was taken
ovar by the Stat e; when majes tic buildirgs, which had
been the pride of the Church for centuries, were levelled to the ground and the masonry used as a common quarry
by farmers and peasants for houses and cattlesheds; when
the, bbey lands were distributed among royal favorites
for the propagation of a new nobility; when, in short,
the supremacy of the Church in Britain was transferred
from the Pope of Rome to the English sovereign.
The basic doctrine of the Puritan Movement bad t wo
chief objectives: the first was to denand personal righteousness; t:te second was to secure civil and religious
liberty.
Free.

It aimed to make men hone st and to ma ..s..e them

From a religious point of view, Puritanism in-

1Encyclopedia of Religion a nd Ethics , Vol . I ,

Edited by James Hastings.
Sons , 1926. pp . 807-812.

New York: Charles Scribner ' s
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eluded all shades of bel i ef.

This name was f i rst given

t o t hose who advocated ce r tain changes i n the farm of worship of the reformed Engli sh Church under ~ueen Elizabeth; but as the idea of liberty gr ew in men ' s minds and
was opposed by the ki ng, hi s evi l counsel ors and intolerant churchmen, of whom Wi lliam Laud is the best example ,
then Puritanism becase a gr eat national movement .

It in-

cluded Engli sh churchmen as well as extreme Separatists ,
Covenanters , Catholic nobility - all bound together in
r esi stance to despotism in Church and State and with a
passion for liberty and r ighteousness .

Among the leaders

of this gr eat movement wer e John Pym, John Hampden, Sir
John El iot , Oliver Cr orm"lell, Thonas Hooker and John Milton .
With the inception of PUritanism, strong opposition
and differ ences of opinions arose .

Mil ton , a strong ad-

vocate of the Arminian doctrine of theology and a true
r epresent ati ve of Puritanism, was in str ict opposition
t o Cal vinisti c theolot3Y .

Foremost was the effort on the

par t of the Pur i tans to purify the church services by
eliminating pr i e stly i nvestments and elaborate ceremonies ,
to rid the churche s of statues and colored windavs and of
i nstr uments of music .

Most Puritans firmly believed that

all cle r gymen should be of equal rank .

They were equally

firm in t he ir belief that no bishop or other church of-
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ficial should have any control over pastors or lower r ank.
They thought each congregation should be independent of
all others , and free to choose its own pastor .

For a long

time all Puritans were opposed by officials of the Church
of England and a l so by the English government, which had
supervision of religious affai r s .

The Purit· ns went so

f ar as to press Parliament with increasing force for the
acceptance of their own ideas in government and forms of
wor ship .

A strong stand was taken for the suppression of

the Episcopacy; they wanted independence exalted; there
was a demand for liberty of conscience , liberty of worship,
political liber ty enabling free men to make their own
laws in a f r eely elected House of Commons .

Their polit-

ical ideals were few but very definite , and held ii.i th intense tenacity religious freedom, orderly g overnment and
abolition of abuses for which Vli lliam Laud and Charles I
had died .
To Milton, the Calvinists vrnre extremists in the
wrorg direction.

In the case of predestinution and free

will, Milton differed with orthodox Calvinists .

Refor-

mation theology had generally tended to 1.rl.nimize man ' s
part in salvation and to ascribe everything to the damned
and tbe elect .

Milton announced with equal vehemence

the moral responsibility of the individual .

He was able
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to do so because of his acceptance of the doctrines of
Arminius , who without abandoning the great Protestant
pri nc i ple that man is dependent in all that concerns his
salvation upon the grace of the spirit of God, so modifi ed the rigorous Calvinistic statements regarding predest ination, depr avity, as to make man responsible for
his ovm damnati on. 2
Puritanism struggled for freedom against Kings and
Bishops .

The Puritan was a man of one Book, and that

book was the English Bible.

He regarded the Scripture

as a final authority on all subjects, national and ecclesiast ical. 3 Puritans also believed in the "right of
every Christian man to approach his maker without the
intervent ion of a priest , " that "no form of Church
government is essential to the existence of a church."4
Pur itanism was a movement for the people, with not a
few leader s from among the ar istocracy.

For a time its

temper was high and courageous, hopeful and even audacious in new experiments.

Its religious spirit tended

t o abol ish or to abat e social distinctions; all mortal

2James H. Hanford, A Milton Handbook. New York:
Appleton- Century- Crofts,- Inc . , l945 . p . 229 .
3J ohn s . Flynn, The Influence gt. Puritanism.
London: J ohn Murray,
p . l ?.
4Ibid. , p . 16 .

mo .
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men were alike sinners before God, and peer or peasant ,
if true members of the congregation, were e~ually saints .
It favored ecclesiastical schemes and platforms were of
a democratic kind.

Its political ideal was not a loose

and incoherent democracy; it aimed at vigour in government, and was willing to confer immense powers upon chosen individuals.5
Of Milton , it can be said that he fought against
t he imposition of meaningless formalities by the bishops,
and in the cause of purity and freedom, he "scorned deligi.ts and lived laborious days;" he fought against the
bishops for their subservient alliance with the Crown,
and for the suppression of intellectual and religious
freedom; and he favored a freer church polity than that
of Episcopacy .

In addition to his stand for the purity

of church, he stood for such principles as chastity,
obedience, discipline, freedom, liberty and virtue, all
Puri tan t heology.

From the worlts of Milton there would

appear to be little to be drawn in support of any of the
points, but on the contrary, there is much that directly
contravenes them in John Milton 's major poems, Paradise
~

and Paradise Regained.

5Edward Dowden, p 11 ri tan and Anglican. London: Kagan
Paul, Trench, Trubner and Company, Ltd. !900. P• 32.

CHAPTER II
MILTON ' S LIFE AND CHARACTER IN
THEIR RELATION TO PURIT.ANISM

Closely allied to the powerful influences that the
political and religious environment of preceding eras
furnished for the motif of Milton ' s writings was the influence of Milton' s own personal background .

One misht

well say that inheritance and environment comb i ned to
make him unusually thoughtful in his youth.

His father,

bred a Cathol ic , became a Protestant "for conscience sake
though it cut him off from father and home . nl
father, ldch5..rJ. :iiltor.,

~

His grand-

Jat holic , ·, .• s fined sixty pounds

in 1601 for failing to attend service in the established
Church for more than three months, and in a short time
was fined again for the same offence.

One can readily

recognize in father and grandfather the same intractability in regard to conscience that later is found in the
poet himself .
Saurat tel ls us that these actions on the part of
Milton's forebears were not acts of fanaticism, but merely
an outbreak to satisfy, "the need of asserting personal

l Terrot R. Glover , P oets and Puritans.
Methuen and Company, Limited, !9'23. p . 35.

London:
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opinion" and in both father and son it was a strong dose
of pride and obstinacy mingled with religious feeling . "
In Milton, he insist s, "the feeli ng for personal independence is much stronger than religious zeal . n2
In his autobiographical notes Milton writes of his
parents :
I was born at London of respectable
parents . My father was a man of the highest integrity; my mother , an excellent woman , was particularly known throughout the
neighborhood for her charitable donations . 3
Early environmental influences tended to turn young
Milton to Puritanism.

Such in:fluences were not lacking

in Milton ' s home , his school, and his church, generally
assumed to be the three greatest environmental in:fluences
in any man' s life .

Other factors instrumental in turn-

ing his interest toward pur.I.tanism were inherent in the
age in which he lived .

The Renaissance and Reformation

attitudes toward the Bible and numerous great translat i ons of the Bible previous to and during 11ilton' s

2nenis Saurat, Milton : ~~Thinker . New York:
The Dial Press , 1925 . p. 3 .
3"Defensio Secunda " The Works of John Milton .
New Yor k: Columbia Univ~rsity Press , 7:'940 . VIII , p . 119 .
(For the sake of br evity, I shall refer hereinafter
simply to the Columbia Edi tion. )
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lifetime added to the natural propensities of Milton as
child and student and combined to lead inevitably to the
writing of poems which show Puritan theoloE;Y .
Another environmental factor which contributed largeiy
to the Puritan nature of Milton's poems was the theological and religious alertness of his age , stem.t!ling from
t he rise of Puritanism.

The Purit an age was one in which

men fought far their religious convictions, and avidly
sear ched the S cripture to interpret their convictions in
terms of biblical authority .

They thronged the churches

to listen intently to the passionate preaching of John
Donne and other powerful orators .

They spent the Sab-

bath afternoon in Scripture reading.

Their conver sations

were on the truths of the S criptures, and even their
language had a scriptural bent .

"It has been said that

i t was a period in which theological terms p roceeded from
the mouths of babes and sucklirg s . n4
:Mr. Harris Fletcher, I1£ilton critic, says that most ,
if not quite all , scholarship of the seventeenth century
centered on Bible studies .5

It was truly a "Philistine

4Margaret B. Crook and other Hemb~rs of the Fa?ul~y
of Smith College. The Bible and Its Literary Associations
New York: The Arlington Pres s-;-T9 37 . p . 280 .
5Harris F . Fletcher, The Use of the Bible in 1,l~lton•s
Prose. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press , 1929 . p . 10
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Age, 06 a n age ·which recognized Scripture as the only true
source of wisdom and an age in which hi~h orthodox opinion was that to know God i s the highest wisdom.

rt was

inevitable that deep impregnation of the English mind
with the Scripture , which naturally increased as the Puritan r egime pr ogr essed , would result in a quantity of
constructive literature , scriptural and doctrinal .

James

Russell Lowell felt that:
Puritanism • •• has left an abiding mark
in politics and relig ion, but its greatest monuments are the prose of Bunyan and the verse
of Milton.7
Milton ' s domestic life ·was instrumental also in setting him on the path which his life wor k was to follow .
Gods could not have selected parents more worthy nor home
better suited for the rea ring of a child destined to be
a relig ious poet .

Relatively little is known concerning

his parents , but the fragments of information available
i ndicate that they were staid Pr otestants , tried in the
fire of disinheritance and renunciation by the Catholic

6August H. Str ong . The Great Poets and Their Theology . Philadelphia: :.merican Baptist Public, tion
Society, 1897 . p . 251 .
7James Russell Lowell , AJ1ong filx_ Books . Boston :
Houghton , Mifflin and Company , IB?6 . p . 301 .
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Father.

From Edward Phillips ' account we know that Mil-

ton' s father was "an honest, worthy, and substantial ci tizen of London . "8

That he was anxious for his son's taking

orders we know by the poet • s own words,9 but that he was
a sympathetic and generous p rovider for his son, after
his own disappointment, we know by the leisurely manner
in which the son was allowed to complete his education
and to begin his career .

The father , it is said , was a

musical composer and Milton, at an early age, was given
the best musical advantage .10
Concerning the mother we know much less.

She appa-

rently shared with her husband, the desire for her son to
become a minister, and the willingness to educate him
for a li~erary career, and the patience to wait until he
was ready to begin his active career.

Milton's state-

ment concerning her is that she was distinguished "by the
esteem in which she was held, and the alms which she bestowed ."11

Edward Phillips' account of her is that she

8Helen Darbishier, The Early Lives of Milton. Edited
with Introduction and Notes by Helen Dar'6Tshier . London:
Constable and Company , Ltd ., 1932. p . 50.
9The Columbia Editi on, I . p. 277.
l'o.Eci'w ard Dowden, Puritan a nd An~lican . London: Kegan
Paul, Tr ench, Trubner and Company, 1 00. p . 152.
11~ Columbia Edition , VIII, 118.
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was "a woman of inoomparable virtue and goodness . nl 2
Strong describes her as "a woman given to charity end
prayer" and says that sm definitely destined young Lilton for the church .13
I n addition to the "grave Puritanic p iety"l4 of his
own home, there was the at.....osphere of the neighborhood in
which he lived to influence the child and to give impetus
early to the i nnate seriousness and religious inclinations he had.

On the corner of 1~atli ~ Street , opposite

his home , stood the parish church of Allhallows, where
he had been christened and where he sat every Sumay with
his father and mother .

At the east end of St . Paul ' s

churchyard , not one hundred yards from his h0ne , stood
St . Ptiul ' s school, which must have very early come to the
impressionable youngster as a symbol of the course his
life was to take .15

Near the school stood St . Paul's

Church, as if hovering over the young genius to g uard and
keep him , and to place the mark of its pointed arches ,

12flelen Dar bishier, 21?.· cit ., p . 52.
13a. H . Strong, .2!?.· .ill·, p . 233 .
14Loc. cit .
15:C-F.---i;ach, ''Milton as Schoolboy and Schoolmaster,"
Proceedings of the British academy, III, 1 .
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clustered pillars , and quiet cloisters upon him so irrevocably that he should never be lured away from them.
Milton' s education also , was essent i ally biblical
and served as a further inducement to his interest in the
Bible .

The elder John Hilton recognized very early the

unusual abilities of his son and exerted every means to
pr ovide for him, un education which nould nurture and develop his innate talents .

Desiring that his son be a

clergyman, he must h-ve t aken meticulous care that the
Bible be uppermost in his studies .

That Bible-reading

habits lear ned early i n life were maintained through later years, we know by the poet ' s constant use of the
Bible in many of his writings and by his recommendations
in The Essay of Education.
In 1 618 , at the age of ten, Milton became the pupil
of a devout Puritan schoolmaster , the Reverend Thomas
Young , who was later so a ctively engaged in the Puritan
cause and so vehement in voicing his opinions that he was
obliged to leave England .16

The nature of the relation-

ship between the two is clearly evidenced in the epistles
from the poet to Young some years after their statuses

16John M:ilton, The Prose norli::s of John Milton , IV •
Edited by Charles R. Sumner . London: Henry G. Bohn ,
1848 • p . xvii.
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were changed .

In Elegia Q,ua rta, !~ilton affectionately

sent his letter a cross the English Channel to Hambur g ,
where Puritan refugees resided and Young served as their
minister , to seek out , "a :pas tar • • • illustrious for his
honour of the p rimitive faith and well instructed how to
feed t he sheep that love Christ. nl ?

It is obvious that

liilton ' s affection f or tbe staunch Puritan lay at least
par tially in their common i nterest in r eligion and perhaps
in a deep admir a tion for the preacher ' s knowledge of the
Bible and resolute firmness in r eligion .

That Young was

at least some encouragement in r~ilton's Semit i c studies
we know by the fact that he was the donor of a Hebrew
Bible, f or which the poet thanked him i n the first familiar Epist le, Uarch 26 , 1625. 18

;r . Harris Fletcher

names Young , alorg with the poet ' s father and St . Paul's
School , as the three signe.lly noted influences and inspirations toward the poet ' s study of language .

Never-

theless , Young ' s influence may have been as much intellectual as religious , he must be named amon~ those most
instrument al in steering the child ' s life into spiritual
channels .

17The Columbia 2dition, I , 186 .
Hughes ' translation.
18~ Columbia ild iti on, XII, 7 .

The above is Merritt
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The -ru.tor pr obably ranki~g next to Thomas Young in
turnirg tl::e poet ' s mind to the Bible and religion was
Alexander Gill, the elder.

Headmaster at St . Paul ' s

during Milton' s sojourn there, the elder Gill was a recog nized scholar and a divine . 19

He published t•;o theologi-

cal t r acts , ".A Treatise Cone er:iing the Trinity of Persons
in Unit ie s of the Deities , " a sort of metaphysical remonstrance with a prominent Anabaptist of the day who denied
the trinity of God , 20 and a larger Latin work , "Sacred
Philosophie of the Holy Scriptures , " a refutation of muny
heresies of the day by the rules of reason
authority of scripture . 2 1

am

oy the

It is not unreasonable to be-

lieve with Donald L. Clark and David Masson 22 that in
those days prior to the separation of the secular from
tra religious schools , the Highmaster probably talked to

19.Anthony Wood . Athenae Oxonienses • .An Exact Histo;y:
of All ~ Writers and Bishops Who Have Had ~heir ~ cation i n the University of Oxfat' d. And Their Fasti
.2E. Annals of the Said University. London : 1815 , II ,
597- 599 .
20navid Masson The Ll.f e of John Milton, Narrated
in Connexion wi. th the Politic al, Ecclesiastical, and
Literary History of His Time . London: Mc!dllan and
Company , 1880 . Seven volumes .
2 lryonald L . Clark , John Milton at §.1:.. Paul ' s School .
New York: Columbia University Press , 1948 . p. 67 .
22Ibid .
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his students from time to time of the t hings uppermos t in

his mind, and so Kilton would have been exposed to the
metaphysics and philosophy of the elder Gill .

This fact

is not regrettable even in this day of cor..plete separation
of church and school, and indeed we may go so far as to
say that Milton was most fortunate in having as his teacher
a man so well prepared to teach "Christian morals and
good literature" to boys . 23
Since it is true that during the first quarter of tm
seventeenth century .all education in England, except the
most rudimentary, pointed largely in the dire ction of the
church, .Milton ' s training at St. Paul ' s was largely theo logical. 24

In tre religious observances of the school, he

was thoroi.1ghly implanted with the language of the Scriptures
and the spirit of reverent worship.

Early statutes of the

school imicate that students gathered for a "chapter of
the Bible and set prayers in Latin every morning at seven
of the clock . "25

Furthermore, statutes of the school con-

cerning religious education which would have been used in
Milton' s time s;ecified that schoolmasters should thoroughly

23navid Masson , ~- ~ - , I, 82.
24nonald L. Clark, 2.E.· cit ., p . 83.
25Harris F . F1etcher, Milton ' s Semitic Studies and
Some Manifestations of Them i n Hi s Poetry. Chicago:
Tlieuniversity of Chicago Press-:-I°926, p . 13.
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instruct chil dren in the catechism and
so often as a sermon is to be preached upon
a holyday or festival within the parish where they
teach, they shall conduct their pupils to the
church •• • they shall take care that they remain
there quietly and humbly, and at some fitting time
after their return from church, they shall call up
the pupils; one by one, to examine them as to what
they have learned from the said sermon . But upon other days, they shall instruct and educate them
by means of texts drawn from. Holy Scripture . 26
These and other activities of the school were aimed at a
thorough religious training for a student of Milton's day.
In 1625, Milton entered Christ ' s College, Cambridge ,
in which ins ti tut ion , because of his atti ttJ.de toward preva~ent college immorality, together with his fair b ea~ty
and unusual hair , he was given the title, "The I.ady of
Christ ' s . "

Regarding his college habits , Raleigh says:

''We know y_Ui te well how he spent his time at Cambridge
and Horton , sedulously turning over the Greek and Latin
classics, dreaming of immortality . n2?

However, these sev-

en years brought the young idealist his first disillu-

26constitutiones sive Cannones Ecclesiastici ,
1603- 1604, No . 79. See J . ~ . Adamson, Short History of
Education, p . 188.
27walter A. Raleigh, Milton. London: Edwood Arnold
and Company , 1922. p . 13.

sionments ancl somewhere in their course caused him to abandon the idea of the ministry in favor of a 11 terary car eer. 28

His disgust with the clergy and

i th theolo&7 as

it was practiced under the rig id edicts o1: Lau.d turned him
away from the ch"trch , but his inherent idealism turned to

its other outlet - poetry.

Du.ring the winter of' 1625-1626 ,

1.:ilton wrote the elegy On ~ Death

££.

~ ~ Intent

pying

of~ Cough, ~Elegia Primia and 1:our other elegies, as
well as In Q,uintum Novemo r is .

The remarkable literary out -

put of that year caused Tillyard , a cr.itic of IJ:ilton, to
feel that Uilton ha d already decided that he was soing to
be a poet and that he had del. iberately set himself to practice .

By DeceJii:>er 25, 1629 , when he began his Nativity Ode ,

Milton had completed his self- dedication to the high calling
of poetry .

"Con:.ing as it did soon after his twenty- first

birthday , " says Tilly .. rd,

nit seem probably that he had

made some great decision at that time . " 2 9

In keeping with

this view, Barr e t t i/endell tell s us that, "The sense of
duty inseparable from his Puritanism impelled him the while
to an unusual degree of fcrmal scholarship , and filled him
with the conviction that if he were to follow the traditionally consecrated vocation of poet, he must consecrate

28E • M• ·\r
lfilton •
"' • T1· 11 y s r d , 111
Press , 1930 , p . 14 .

-

29I bid.

>

p . 40 .

Ne•·•
·
•· York,

The Dial
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himself to this purpose . n30
The years of formal scholarship b eing ended, when in
1532 he graduated from Cambridge with a M. A. degree , Milton retired t o Horton for five yea rs of further p reparation.

There, in the quietude and s eclusion it a fforded, he

composed his

"L' All egro,"

"Il Penseroso" and "Camus. n

In April, 1638, he went across the Channel for a tour
of the continent, but news of the i mpending Civil War
caused him to start homeward in December or the s a:?!e year.
A leisurely r eturn through I taly , SWitzerland and France
brought him to London in August 1639 , full of memories
which he later declar ed in his Defensio Secunda would be
some of the most enjoyable of his en ti re life time.

In

London he found the tide of anti-Episcopa l feeli ng at its
height, and giving fre 8 vent to t he Puritan bias in his
nature, he entered into the conflict and began his p eriod
of writing pamphlets.

Five of these were written dur ing

the period of 1641-1642, all of them being anti -Ep iscopal
in sentiment:

.Qf. Refonnation .!!!, England , Reason of Church

Government , Of Prelati cal Episcopacy, Animadversions .2!!,
~

Remonstrant ' s Defense Against Smectymnuus, and An

Apology!£!: Sn:ectymnuus .

30Barrett Wendel l

The Temper of the Seventeenth CenNew York: ""'cFiarles Scribner ' s

~ in Englis h Litera ture."
Sons ,7:'904 . p . 264 .
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His marriage in 1643 t o Mary Powell , the seventeenyear old daughter of a Royalist family, resulted in her
return to her parents far a lengb.ty stay, during which time
Milton wrote his famous ~ Doctrine ~ Discipline of Divaroe, which he had contemplated writing even before his
marriage.

This pamphlet met vd th .much criticism and was

soon followed by a second tract on divorce, and later by a
third .

These pamphlets served to alienate him from the

Puri tan party, which was, of course, strictly opp as ed to
divorce .
Wren, two years later, his wife returned to him, he
settled himself to domesticity, writing and teaching.

Of

this period John Bailey, one of Milton 's critics, co.m.ments :
It is somewhat surprising that he found pupils ,
as h is views on the divorce question h ad natu::. ally
caused scandal in all quarters and re ~eived little
support in any. He could now see that the Presbyterian Church discipline which he had advocated so
eagerly i n his first pamphlets might have its inconveniences; the elders of an English kirk would be
no more merciful than his detested bishops to such
freedom of thought, speech and action as he nov, demanded. From henceforth he is an Independent and
more than an Independent ; for he was attached to no
congregation, apparently attended no church regularly, and maintai ned that profoundly religious temper
which is even .c:.ore visible in his last works than
in his fir st without the support of any authority,
creed ar companionship in prayer. 31

31John Bailey, Milton.

pany, 1918. p. 54-55.
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When tre forces of Parliament tri.l.Dlphed over those of the
king, the Presbyterian leaders attacked, end his patJ.uhlets
on divorce and those ender sing the exec-1.tion of the king
were singled out for severe criticism.
With the fall of Oxford in 1646, his wife having returned to him in 1645, he opened his home to the entire
Powell family , strong Royalists thou3h they were .

Freed

from tl:e encumbrance of caring for them in 1647, he busied
himself with the completion of three projects he had earlier
begun; the compilation of a complete history of England,
the preparation in Latin of a complete ~ystem of divinity ,
and the collection of materials for a new I.atin dictionary .
With tm triumph of the new Parliamentary cause and
the beheading of the king in 1649, Milton became the first
Englishman of Parliament to attach himself openly to the
new cause of t m republic that was then inaugurated.

This

he did by the publication of his pa..n::>hlet, "Tenure of Ki~ s
and Magistrates," proving that it is l avr.f'ul , and hath been
held so in all ages, for anyone who has power to call account a Tyrant er wicked King , and after dire conviction,
to depose and p ut him t o death, if the ordinary magistrates
have neglected or denied to do it .
His political career under the Co.o.m.onweal th is
often treated both by those who applaud and by those

28

who lanent i t , as if it were the merest interlude between two poetic periods . It was not so ·
political passion dominates and informs all his'
later poems, dictating even his subjects . 32
Then for almost t wenty years , Milton was one of the
important figures in the great political and religious
movement that swept over England .

His writings were in

prose and were mainly controversial .

According to Dowden:

His q uarrel with the Church of England arose
from his conviction that , under the rule of Laud ,
it had become destructive of spiritual liberty and
yet did not gain in spiritual vigor. His concention
of ChriS tian commonwealth assuredly could not err
on the side of laxity . "Alas , s1r ! " he writ es,
"a commonwealth ouej:l t to be but as one huge Christian personage , one mighty growth and stature of an
honest man, as big and compact in virtue as in body."
Wisdom, virtue, magnanimity, likeness to God, enjoin and require national as well as indivi cllal
self-goverD.Ill9nt. The visible divine life must be
made external, not in ornament b~t in something
that more fitly expressed it - in oo nduct.33
Of his controversial writings at that time, ?~ilton

says:
But when God commands to take the trumpet and
blow a dolorous or a jarring blast, it lies not
in man' s will what he shall say or wha t he shall
conceal. 34

32Walter Raleigh, .2E.. cit . , p. 32 .
33Edward Dowden, Puritan and Anglican . London : Kegan
Paul, Trench , Trubner , and Company, 1900 • . p . 164 .
34"Reason of Church Government , " Works, III, 235 .
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He upbr·aids those who were loathe to exert themselves to
furthe r the church' s good and condones the fact that he
is foroed to assume the role he is taking and states:

I should not choose this manner o:f writing
wherein knowing myself inferior to myself led by
by the general power of nature to another task ,
I have the use, as I may accoll.llt, b~t of my
left hand. 35

In 1651, 1.ilton became totally blind because of e
weakness caused from hurd nightly study in his youth.

He

was advised earlier by his physicians of the danger in
his condition, but he would not decline his worK because
he was resolute in going throu.;h wi th what, upon good consideration, he had designed, besides he considered the love
of truth and his count:-;7 de~rer than all things .

Hilton ' s

enemies stated his affliction was only a retribution for
transgressions of his pen which Milton denies and in the
Second Defense of the English People he ans111ers this ch~rge
by stating that :
••• since my enemies boast that this affliction
is only a retrib ution for transgressions of my pen ,
I again invoke the Almighty to witness , that I never
at any time ·urote anything which I did not think
agreeable t~ truth, to justice , dnd to ?:ety . This
was my persuasion then, ""nd ! feel the sa1ne persuasion now. Kor ·1Nas I ever prompted to s•1ch exertions by the influence of ambition, by the lost
of lucre or of uraise · it was only by the convic-

35Jlli.

'
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tion of dllty and the feeling of patriotism a
disinterested passion for the extension of'civil
and religioJ.s libe rty. Th.lS theref ar- e when I
was publicly solicited to write a reply to the
Defense of the Ro.ral Cause, when I had to contend with the _pressure of' sickness, and mith the
apprehension of soon losing the sit:;ht of my remaining eye, and when my Ledical attendants clearly
announced , that if I did engJge in the work , it
would be irreparablJ lost , their premonitions
caused no hesitation ani inspired no dismay . 36
Milton ' s blindness did not discourage or disable him
from prosecuting, wi th the help of amanuenses, the former
design of his calmer studies .

He kept a stalwart spirit

and even amid false accusations, he did not becone depressed because of his state but maintained a strong
faith in God, stability of virtue and of truth.

He fur-

ther expresses his contentroont regarding his affliction
in these lines of Paradise Lost, kn~1ing others had suffered the same fate, yet did not despair, and he is willing to endure just as they.
"
Yet not the more
Cease I w wander vm.ere the Muses haunt
Cleer Spring or s hadie Grove, or Sunnie Hill ,
Smit with th~ love of sacred song; but chief
Thee Sion and the flowrie Brooks beneath
That wash thy hallow' d feet, and \mrbl ing flow ,
Nightly I visit: nor sometimes forget
Those other t wo equal'd with me in Fate,

36James H. Hanford , A Milton Handbook.
Appleton- Century- Crofts , Inc ., 1946.

New York:
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So were I equal' d with them in renown
Blind Thamyris and blind Mawonides
'
And Tiresias and Phineus Prohnets ~ld
Then feed on thoughts , that voluntairie move
Harmonious numbers ; as the wakeful Bird
Sings dar kling , and in shadiest Covert hid
Tunes her nocturnal Note . Thus wi th the Yea r
Seasons return, but not to me returns
Day, or the sweet appr oach of Ev'n or korn ,
Or sight of vernal bloom, or Sumni.ers Rose ,
Or flocks , or herds , or human fa ce divine ·
But cloud in stead , and ever- during dar k '
Surr ounds me , from the cheerful waies of men
Cut off , and for the Book of knowledge fair
Presented with a Jniversal blanc
Of Nature 's wor ~s to mee expung'd and ras ' d ,
And wisdome at one entrance quite shut out .
So much the rather thou Celestial light
Shine i nward , and the mind throush all her powers
Irradiate, there plant eyes , all mist from thence
Purge and disperse, that I may see and tell
Of things invisible to mortal sight . "37
Milton was well aware of spiritual forces and was ever conscious of righteousness and truth, which expressed his regard for the Deity and no vmr k expresses more beautifully
his feelings and willingness to accept what God wills for
him than does his sonnet On His Blindness:
"When I consider how my light is spent
Ere half my days , in this dar~ world an~ wide ,
~illd that one talent which is death to hide
Lodged with me useless , thou6 h my so\l.l rr..ore bent
To ser ve therewith my !.1aker , and Y)resent
1:y true account lest he returning chide;
"Doth God exact ' day- labour , light denied?"
I fondly ask . But Patience, to prevent

37Paradise Lo~t , III , 1 - 55 .
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That murmu.r , ..;oon replies "God doth not need
Either man's war-k or his ~wn gifts . Who best
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best .
His state
Is Kirgly: thousands at his bidding speed ,
And post o ' er l and and ocean without rest·
They also serve who only stand and wait . 38
In the final period of Milton 's lifetime, we find the
influences of the Renaissance dying away, and those of the
Reformation transformed in him into the predominantly religious type of Puritanism, reaching its culmination in
his Paradise~ and Paradise Regained .

Of his final ac-

complishments , we might say wi.th Dunkwater:
He cane to the composition of the great works
of his later years a good scholar , the chief intellectual champion in his country of political and
religious freedom, and a man deeply versed in the
sorrows and disillusions of life . 39
Another summation of his accomplishDB nt s as a :public figure
and man of letters is given by Hanford:
He was in his own time, a public fi~ure, concerned
in political events of a sensational character. His
pamphlets in defense of liberty made his name one of
which to use his own extravagant, but not wholly
phrase, "all Europe talked from side to side ••• He
was a scholar in the days when scholarship was still
held in high esteem. As such , he was in communica-

38Elizabeth Collette,
Ginn and Company, 1949 . p .
39John Dunkwater, ~
G. P . Putnam' s Sons, 1924 .

Writers in England .

l39.

New York:
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p. 334 .
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tion with many disting..iished men at home and on the
cont inent and was notic ed as he never v,ould h ve i n
the capacity of a man of letter s . 40
~
Al though Hanford accu.sed him of "the Renaissance desire for
fame" and "an enthusiasm for self- por traiture , '' another critic , John Lit ford , r ises to his defense in the following
wor ds:
No one can read 1.~il ton ' s ·.vri ting or contemplate
his life , without conceiving that his first desire
was the freedom of thought for the happiness of his
country. 41
AI1other cr itic, Peter Bayne , writes :
He attends no chu.rch , belongs to no communion
and has LO form of wor ship in his fa~ily ; notable
cir stUin.dnces which we may r efer in part , at least ,
to his bli ndness but significant of more than that .
His religion was of the spirit and did not take
kindly to any form . Though the most Puritan of the
Pur itans , he had never stopped long in the ran~ of
the Puri tan Party or given satisfaction to Puritan
ecclesiast ics an theologia ns . 42
That ~ilton was a p.iritan in the broader sense of the
word cannot be doubted , b..i.t that he was a Puritan of the
Civil War type certainly can be disputed.

One of that re-

gime , according to Chesterton, believed "That no singer or

4◊Hanfo rd , .2:2,. cit ., p . 1 .

41 John l11itford , '"'iorks of John Milton , " Life , I , oxxxii .
Bolton: Phillips , Samson and Company , 1853 .
42peter Bayne , The Chief ~ctors in the Puritan Revolution . London: J . Clarke and comnany , 1879 . p . 345 .
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story- teller or fiddler must t ranslate the voice of God
to him. into the tongQes of terrestial beauty. n43

Milton,

we know , was sensitive to all the finer influences of
life, of scholarship and of culture .

His love of the

beautiful and his fondness for music a~d for the theatre
argue against his being possebsed of that type of Puritanical mind which regarded beauty as a temptation of
the evil one .

Says C. W. Eliot:

Even a slight st.idy of Hilton ' s works will convince the reader that to this class Milton could
never have belonged . Side by side with his love
of liberty and his enthusiasm for moral purity qualities in which even then the Puritans had no
monopoly - 1:ilton was passionately devoted to
beauty ; and the reason why his work survives today is not because it expressed the Puritan theology , but because of its artistic qualities above
all because it is at once more faultless and more
nobly sustained in Music than that of any other
English poet . 44
As to Milton ' s type of Puritanism, then, one might
say that he strictly opposed the corrupt practices of t he
court of his day and the useless formalities of the church,
for he felt that they meant absolute destruction of both

43G . K. Chesterton , ''Milton and His Age," Living~CCI.XIV (1900) . p . 196 .
44Charles #. Eliot , Editor . ~ Howard Classics , IV .
New York: P . F . Collier and Sons , 1909 . p . 6.
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intellectual am religious freedom.

He held in disdain

all that was not true, and was tolerant of a~l that t enda d
toward freedom of "tl:e highest excellence in goverrurent
or of greatest virtue and enlightenment in socl. ety. n45

He

opposed absolute monarchy with its immoral court practices,
the ceremonialism and impiety of the Episcopal Chclrch, the
licentiousness and lawlessness of festivals and sports .
In other words, he endorsed a purer form of government that
took for its bases, the religious tenets of the Old Testament and the advancement of a purer , so cial and domestic policy .

His church affiliations, transferred from the

Episcopal to the Presbyterian, bad been dissolved a second
time and may be said to have resolve d themselves into those
of the l:ib eral Puritan.

Hmvever, one might say he was a

Puri tan in the true sense of the '.rnrd only as far as Puritanism meant freedom from bondace to t raditi on and superstition, from thraldo.ci to intellectual tyranny.

To him

the heart am soul were sustained by intellectual appreciation of the truth af tl:e ology rather than by outward actions of the body .
The principles Milton endorsed were not so much those
of "strait- laced" Puritanism as those which filled the need

45J. A. st . John, The Prose Works of John Milton, II .
London: George Bell and-SOns , l883 . p . 4.
·
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f or p ersonal independence .

Hi s was a faith in opposition

t o a ll traditional ard formal usage; one th at stood for
exemplified form of wor ship and be lief .

It was one that

mare nearly represented freedom of conscience than by
any other form of religion of the seventeenth century .

Ac-

cording to Walter Raleigh:
Milton 's g1.1iding star was not Chrisitianity,
which in its most characteristic an:l beautiful
aspects had no fascination for him, but rather
that severe ad self-centered ide~l of life and
char acter which is c~lled pu~ltani sm. Puritanism
far him was not a body of lav1s to be i n.posed outwardly on a gross and ti~id people , but an inspiration and a grace that fal l s from Heaven upon choice
am rare natures ••• Milton' s Puritanism enabJed
him to combine his classic a l and Biblical studies ,
to reconcile hi s pag2.n and Christian admirations ,
St oi c ism, an:i the Quake rs. To reject co.mm.on ambitions, to refuse co.cm.on enticements , to ruJe
passions, desires and fears, 11neither to ch ange,
nor f alter, nor repent," - t his was tre wisdom
and this tl:e virtue tha t he set before hi!!lSelf . 46

By refusing to adopt th a t part of t h e orthodox Puritan dogma that insist ed all men were damned to eternal tor ment except the few to be saved , Milton made of himself
an exponent of the idea that man is responsible for his
own salvati on , and that by virtue of the fact that he
could wi ll to do ri ght or wr ong, he should be given the
responsibility of his own salvation rather than t hat

46Walter Ralei gh , .2.E.·

ill•,

pp . 20- 21.
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God should rave to accept it.

He was of one accord with

the Pur itans , in their strict reverence for the Scriptures
and for the sovereign majesty of God, a severe morality
which included both piety and self- discipline and an intense devotion to the cause of f r eedom.
Because of Milton ' s firm belief in the Scripture , the
Christ ian pr inciples for which he stood and the influence
of the Bible exer ted i n shaping his life ' s pattern , one
finds running through Milton ' s major works a strong biblical i nfluence which is a permeating factor for the basis
of his most outstandi ng works .

CHAPTER III
THE BIBLE IN l,£CLTON' S SCHE?.IE
OF
PARADISE bQ§! ~ PARADISE REGail.!ED

The influence of the Bible is apparent in the schere
of hlilto n's poems, and particularly in the two IIB.jor poems.

In his poetic arguments and themes, his plots ....na. his c baracterizations, there is almost absolute adherence to biblical precedent.

E. N .

s.

Thompson, Milton critic, has pointed

out tba.t a biblical language is to be expected in Paradise
Lost, a poem thcn-ougb.ly Christian in intent; am it might
be added that not only the language, but also the themes,
plots and characters as v1ell of poems designed to justify
the ways of God to man might naturally be expected to come
from the Book of Christianity, which contains the history
of God's relation to man. l
In 1628 , Milton expressed his ambition to employ the
English language in some lofty subject comparable to the
Iliad or the Odyssey.

He made several attempts to write

on subjects but a definite subject was never decided upon.
Finally, in 1642, after his return from Italy, Milton made
a list of about a hundred literary subjects from Biblical

l E• N• s • Th ompson, E ssays 2!! Milton
=.;;;;....-=•

Dial Press, 1930 . p. 124.
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and British history .

All his plans called for dramas but

James Holly Hanford , another of Milton's critics , says it
is possi ble that there was a s imilc.r list of epic trames
tha t ha d not been preserved .2

Nevertheless, tre subject of

the fall of man evidently held first place in bis thoughts ,
as four drafts were made of this theme, and the opinion is
that his successive redraftings of the plan far a drama
on this theme constitutes the first definite step in the
composition of Paradise ~

.

However, since there is no

autobiographical record and the exact conception of the
ca.irses of 1.!il ton ' s epic is unknown , it is obvious from
the poem that I.l,il ton ' s learning rrom 1·our fields of literary study contributed extensively to his f or~uative im.:...gi nation for the poem ' s structure .

These fields are the

Bible, the Classics, t.edieval Lit eramre and the Poetry
of the Renaissarce .

From the Bible is the account of the

Creation, the star y of the Temptation of Eve by tbe Serpent ,
also a wealth of verbal all.1.sion which is a tribute to Milton ' s int imc.. te acc.i..uaintanc e with the text of the Bible
and its interprettttion .

From the classical poets , es-

pecially from Homer , Virgil and Ovid , Milton draws his concepti. on of the epic form, his similes , .eu.uch of his .mythology and numerous allusions at the same time there are

2James H. Hanford, .ti. 1.Lil ton Hund book . New York:
Appleton- Centllt'y- Crofts,- Inc ., 1946 . p . 181.
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reminiscences of Dante , Tasso , Spenser and Shakespeare .
In the scheme of Paradise~, the Scripture furnishes
Milton with his authori tative model of substances and interpretation .

For exampl e, the foundation passase in Scrip-

ture for the fall of man is Genesis 2 ; for the war in He~ven
and the fall of Satan (the Dragon) , it is Revelation 12.
The Scripture i s also used for the subsidiary elements of
the story for names and characters of the demons in Book I ,
that are drawn from the Old Testa~nt ; the allegory of Sin
and Death in Book I I is an elaboration of James 1 :15; the
whole account of the creation in Book IV is built upon tm
first chapter of Genesis and the prophecy of tlichael is a
r esume of Old and New Testament history, all of which show
Milton is ever y,.•1here dependent on the Bible for detail.
Beyond the canonical books of the Bible was also the
Apocrypha .

The Book of Enoch contained a statement as to

the fall of the angels , and Mi lton derived from it at least
the naDJ3 of Satan' s standard bearer, Azazael . 3

His employ-

ment of Raphael as the genial messenger of God to Adam in
his innocence was suggested by the Book of Tobit , where
this angel is the helpful guide and companion of tbe hero
through his several adventures . 4

3neni s Saurat , bil ton , ~~Thinker .
Dial Press , 1925 . p . 254 .
4 Paradise Lost , V, 200 - 222 .

New York: The
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~lilton also found in the rabbinical co1IL.entaries of the
Old Testament narrative many- legendary details which proved
useful in elaborating and interpreting the myth .

Among the

later Hebrew sources known to Milton was the work of the
medieval Rabbi kaimonides , also the Jewish history of Josephus , and the par allel work of Yosippon , called the PseudoJosephus, both of which he explicitly refers to . 5

From

the latter he appears to have taken suggestions as to the
manner in which Satan appr oached Eve to tempt her and the
motive of jealousy which led her to forestall a possible
second marriage of Adam by giving him the apple .

There ,

also, he pr obably found the basic ideas for the naive de tails of the conversation b etween God and AdaJ, where both
speculate on their loneliness .
Important and e~ually intangible is Milton ' s debt to
the Gr eek and Latin writers of the church .

Milton had

studied them thoroughly ·while in school durin_; the horton
period along with his reading in the early Byzantine historians .

They dedlt extensively with questions connected

with the Biblical narrative of the Fall and gave many fea tares whi ch became a permanent• part of the legend as it was
carried on in the ?Ciddle Ages .
Another important authority for Milton' s interpre-

5Harris Fletcher , ''L~il ton and Yosippon . n Studies in
Philology , Ill {1924) . 496- 501 .
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tation of the full of man , particularly with reference to
the denents of sensuality involved in it is st .

ugustine.

The relation here is primarily philosophical ~nd theolocical, but there are obvious effects in the course of the
narrative .
The formative int"~uences of Paradise Lost in Greek
and Roman Literature c3me from the Iliad , the Odyf sey and
the ~1eneid which furnishes ::. ilton with his authoritative
model of form and structure.

1. il ton ' s use of the clas-

sical epic conventions are in each c3se the ancient originals .

For the larger structural features of Paradise Lost

the Aeneid is said to be a suffic~ent illustration.

The

principal points of comparison are as follows :
The invocation, repeated at important moments of
change in the action; the enum~rtJtion of the host
of Satan in Book I; the representation of a council of leaders in Boo~ II and of divine personages
in Book III ; the introduction of an allegorical episode , as that of Sin and Decith, Book II; epic games ,
Book II ; description of technical :processes - e.g .,
the building of Pandemonium, Book II , and the
casting of cannon, Book VI ; a celestial visitant
war ning and advising a mortal , Bo'ok V; war episodes of single combat with challenge and reply ,
Book VI ; the historical Drophecy divinely inspired, Book XI ; and dreams , Books V and XII . 6

6F . Buff , Mil ton' s Paradise Lost .
haeltnis zur Aeneide , Illias und Odyssee .

In seinem VerLunich; 1904 .
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Of the other types of ancient literature Greek drama is
the most conspicuous in its structural influences on Para
dise Lost .

This is shown in I....il ton's theme, the fall of

man, where there is found closer parallels in classical tragedy than in classical epic due perhaps to the fact that
kilton had planned to c~st his muterial in dramatic form
b~t changed later on.

In the completed form of the poem,

the action and the dialogue of the characters go back to
dramatic form rather than to epic precedent .
As to the J:.,:edieval influence on Paradise Lost, as a
Biblical and didactic epic, it belongs to a tradition which
reaches back to the early centuries of Christian Latin culture .

Among the earliest of these is St • •~vi tus ' De M,£-

saicae Historiae Gestis, which treats of the Fall incidentally in the course of a paraphrase of Bible history
and lays down the main lines of the literary elaboration
of the material.

This .-1ork existed before Milton 's time

but it is believed that 1.:ilton was exposed to this work
while attending school at st . Paul's, since Christian
Latin writers of similar type are mentioned among the
pres cribed studies .

7A . F . Leach, ir..,1ilton As a Schoolboy and)Schoo~s;~~ - "
Proceedings of the British Academy , III (1908 • P •
•
•
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An outstanding religious work of the Renaissance, Du

Bartas ' La Premiere Semaine and La Seconde Semaine, translated into English by Joshua Sylvester as Du Bartas ' His

-

Divine Weeks and Works, specializes on the creat ion, with
detailed description of the wonders of the universe and
with incidental treatment of the Fall .

This poem belongs

in the tradition of hexemeral literature which interprets
the Biblical account of the creation , and at the same time
intermingles an immense quantity of philosophical and
scientific material from various sources.

Milton knew

Sylvester ' s translation of Du Bartas and its influence on
his poetic style is well established .

Many of ~ilton' s

scenes, motives, and ideas have their parallels in this
earlier epic .

~nother poem of Du Bartas' , La Muse Che-

tienne, may also have been known to Milton since Urania
is, for the first time in literature , hailed as the celestial patroness of divine poetry rather than as the muse
of astronomy .

This conception became traditional and Mil-

ton' s invocati ~ns are directly referable to it . 8
It would be expected that lJilton ' s enthusiasm for the
Renaissance masters of romantic narrative would leave an

8 George c. Taylor, Milton ' s Use of Du Bartas.
bridge: London Press, 1934. p . 114.
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important impression on Paradise Lost since r.iil ton once
planned to write an Arthurian epic , but instead the influence of Virgil and Homer is quite traceable in many
details of Paradise Lost .

Among these are the humorous

and satiric description of the Paradise of Fools in Book

III and the infernal council in Book II .
English writers to whom Milton owes inspiration are
Spenser, Marlowe and Shakespeare .
much .

To Spenser , 1,:ilton owes

The relationship between Paradise Lost and the Faerie

~ueene is not in resemblances of incident and phrase but in
community of poetic aim and method.

Edwin Greenlaw, in

discussing the subject, says there is a striking analogy
between 1!.ilton ' s interpretat ion of the moral issues involved in Adam's fall and the representcltion of virtue under
trial in the person of Sir Guyon (Faerie ~ueene , Book II) .
The basic tvaching in each t hat of temperance interpreted
according to Platonic ethics as the supremacy of the rational over the Dassionate principle in the soul . 9

The

other ~nglish write r s, Marlowe and Shakespeare, are not
conspicuous in their inf'luential tendencies .

1v:arlowe ' s

style, with its roll of euphonious and exotic proper

9Edwin Greenlaw, "Spencer ' s Influence on Paradise Lost .
Studies in Philology, XVII (1920), 320-359.
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narm s , is recognized as havi ng assisted in moulding !lilton , s
s t yl e .

In the case of ShaY..espeare , the relationship is

more compl ex , but the extent to which Shake speare permanent l y determined ~ilton ' s modes of conceiving draruatic
characters and situations is har d to say.

However , there

is i n the r epresentation of Satan plotting against Adam
and Eve , an echo of the similar relations of Iago , Othello
and Desdefilona .

Adam' s revulsion against Eve is analogous

to that of Antony against Cleopatra.10

These parallels

ar e suggestive and are intan5 ible , and the case of Sh~-espeare ' s influer.ce is largely a matter of specific similar ities of phrase .11
In the schene of Paradise Regained the v,ork of I.111ton ' sown thought and imagi~tion is very prominent in the
elaborati on of detail but according to James Hanford , Edmund Spenser and Giles Fletcher :furnished ruggestions of
no sligit importance .

The major debt of bilton in Paradise

Regained is to the episode of the temptation of Sir Guion
(Faer ie ~ueene, Book II , Canto VIII) . 12

Spenser, like

10James H. Hanfar d , "The Dramatic Ele.1IBnt in Paradise
Lost . " Studies in Philology , XVI (1917) , 178-195.
l loeor ge C.Taylor, "Shakes:peare and Milton Again . "
St udi es 1£ Philology , XXII (1926) , 189-199 .
12J ames H. Hanford, A Milton Handbook . New York:
Appleton- Century- Crofts , I nc. , 1946 . p. 271.
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Milton, makes his demon offer wealth and worldly power and
glory .

Mammon tries to reason Sir Guion into acceptance

as Satan tries to reason Christ but both of the moral
heroes reject in similar terms the bribes offered them.
Milton's Christ becomes a symbol of temperance , less explicitly but not less certainly , than Spenser ' s S ir Guion. 13
The poem is also greatly influenced by the Book of
Job which Milton regarded as a model of the brief epic .
Milton parallels the trial of Christ and the trial of Job
in Book I .

The two works have the common characteristic

of proceeding mainly by dialogue with short introductory,
concluding and linking passages of narrative . 14

There is

the adoption of a certain amount of the technique of classical epic, e . g . , the invocation; also, there is less use
of ancient poetry and myth .
On the whole there is less influence in Paradise Regained as compared with Paradise Lost which leads one to
believe there is more of Milton's learning in the structure
of Paradise Regained than in Paradise Lost .
In the poetic arguments , Milton embraced an entire
system of theology and traced the whole of man' s relation-

11-..
1 v~dwin
Gr eenlaw, "A Better Teach er th a n Aqui·nas . "

Studies in Philology , XIV ( 1917), 196- 217.
l4Hanford A Milton Handbook, P • 272 .

'
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ship to God.

That 1-.lilton' s theology had been thoroughly

and meticulously wrought out in his own mind was evidenced
by its systematic arrangement and in his
tiana.

De

Doctrine Chris-

To his mind all prophecy was fulfilled and all of

God ' s purposes realized in the consummation of one great
plan for the sake of mankind.

11an had been created in the

image of God, intellectually at least, and placed in the
Garden of Eden.

By his own free will man had sinned· and

lost his affinity with God .

The omniscient God, knowing

that man would sin, had provided a Savior .

Subjected to

temptation by the wiles of man' s deceiver, the Savior had
resisted and so had become the means by which sinful man ' s
Paradise was reg,..ined and his former relationship with God
restored.

These are the germinating ideas on which Para

dise Lost and Paradise Regained a re based, and they a re altogether scriptural .
There have been, however , numerous and various statements to the contrary regarding the central theme of Paradise Lost .

For example , Samual J ohnson contended that

Milton wrote to show the reasonableness of religion and
the necessity of obedience to the Divine Law; 15

Woodberry

called the theme "the origin and destiny of the soul and

15.M. A. Larson, The 1 :odernity of ~Ulton.
University of Chicago-rress , 192? . p. 204 .

Chicago: The
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the meaning of its course through history ; 0 16
and E. N.

s.

c.

A. h1 oore

Thompson held that it is the "origin and final

overthrow of Evil ; nl 7 H• W
k H •F• Fletcher, J .
• p ec,

w.

Good, and W. H. Stifler said that r.alton put into his poem,
the Christianity of his time as he accepted it, and set out
to sing just what he said in the first five lines of Paradise Lost . 18

H. G. Rosedale , who considered Paradise Lost

an allegory dealing with the social , religious and political conditions of 1:ilton' s day, and to whom Sat an represented the Roman church and the creation of Adam and ~ve
thought that the poems symbolized the growing Protestant
Christian world;l9

Walter Raleigh, shared the Rev . Rose-

dale ' s view in part and held that Paradise~ is hostile
to the Catholic Church; 2 0 and James R. Lowell voiced the

16Larson, 2.l2.· cit ., p . 204
17c. A. Moore , ''The Conclusion of Paradise Lost,"
PMLA ,:xx:xxvr, p . 10; E . N. S . Thompson, .2£.· cit . , p . 93 .
18H. W. Peck ''The Theme of Paradise Lost, 17 PMLA,
XXIX, p . 260; H. F . Fletcher, r,Iilton's Semitic Studies
and Some li.i.anifestations of Them in His Poetry, p . 112;
Y:---.1f. Good , "Studies i n the fill ton Tradition," Uni ver~ of Texas Studies in Language and Literature, (1913)
~2;and w. H. Stifler, "Some Phases of Theology in
Paradise Lost , " Baptist Q.uarterly Review, V, 136 .
19Reverend H. G. Rosedale , Milton llemorial -ectures
London: Henry Frowde, 1909 . pp . 109- 110.
2%. J . c. Grierson, Cross Currents in English
Literature of the Seventeenth Century. London: Chatto
and Windus,1929, p . 254 .
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opi nion of the therre as being llilton himself, and his great
dut y that of interpreting himsel f to the world;21

Byron and

Shelly consi dered t:e biblical account of tm creQtion and
f all a myth and regar ded Y..ilton' s poem as a symbolic and
poetic treatment of the struegle of liberty against author' ty
].

.22

J . H. Hanford said that in Paradise Lost , ,re have

the "verities of the Christian religion itself - the creation of man , his fall, his salvation through the atoning
sacrifice of Christ . n23

However, for the purposes of this

study, we regard as the theme of Paradise Lost , just wh-...t
1:ilton said it was in the opening lines of his -.,oen and
what was so apparent in his theology as evidenced by this
staterneLt from De Doctr~na Christiana:

I t por trays man in his or iginal state , the
loss of his estate , the origin of sin and subsequent changes in the r elationshi p between man
and God , and finally the promise of tl::e restor ation of man . Although ~ilton shapes a story
ar ound the events of the c reation eJld fall of man ,
he i s so imbued \'v'ith the promise of .Jcri:pture
t hat
' as in Adam all die even so in Christ
shall a l l be made alive ,' 24
that he climaxes the invocation to the Heavenly uuse with

2lJames R. Lo\..,ell , .Among Mx_ Books . Boston: Hcughton,
Mifflin am Company , 18?6 . p . Wl .
22fI. W. Peck ,,2£. cit ., p . 254 .
23James H Hanford A Milton Handbook , Fo~rth Edition.
New York: F.
Cr ofts :ind Comp~ny, 1946 . P · 2 28.
i4I Corrinthians 15: 22
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the condition:
' till one greater Lan
Restore us and regain the blissful Seat·, ,n25
and he sends Adam and Eve from the Garden of Paradise only
after shaving .-\datJ. a vision of thinss to come in which the
climax of a period in which sin holds sway in the ,:,orld
with the coming of the Llessiah.

Certainly there is as

much hope and trust in the Christ as Savior of the world
in the theme of this poem as there is in the Scripture itself.

The story concerns the fall of man, but its impli-

cations look forward to his final redemption.
That the theme is entirely scriptural in its every
aspect goes .Ji thout saying to all who accept L.nd hold to
Christian religion ~nd the Holy Bible .

All the assertions

of man' s sinful condition and the divine remonstrances for
man to change from sin, all the promises of God concerning
redemption of the soul , and even all mention of a heavenly
existence for man find their echoes in the lines of Para
dise Lost .
The theme for Paradise Regained, has revealed a struggle for the Greek ideal of self- mastery, or self-realiza-

5Paradise Lost , I , 4 - 5 .
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tion .

rt .

H. Gilbert , critic , believes that Milton cele-

brated the thene that human perfection comes only through
suffering and points out the similarity of the epic to the
Book of Job . 26 The twin epics could be interpreted, then,
as the stories of the disobedient and obedient man in their
search of perfection.

However , a more commonly accepted

view of lJilton is thet the real theme of Paradise Regained
is in Romans 5 : 19:
''For as by one mun ' s disobedience many
wer e made sinners; so by the obedience of
one shall many be made righteous."
-~s mankind fell through "one man ' s disobedience," so it
was recovered by one man ' s firm obedience;

11

and in the mind

of Milton it was at the temptation of Jesus that the victory was won over the t>ower of evil .

Several contrasting

ideas have been presented concerning Milton ' s decision that
it was at the temptation that Christ ' s power was asserted .
Particularly I~sson quotes Thyer as follows:
It may seem a little odd that Milton should
impute the recovery of Paradise to this short scene
of our Savior' s life on earth , and not rather extend
it to his agony, Crucifixion , etc . 27

26.A . H. Gilbert, "The Problem of Evil in Par~dise Lost,"
Journal of ~Iflish and German PhiloloJ, XXII, 186. (From
this entry a
references to this journal will be abbreviated
JEGP . )
2?David l~sson, The Poetical .Torks of ~ Uilton , III .
London: Henry G. Bohn7°"T880 . 12 Volumes . P • 1 .
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But he explains Mi lton ' s choice of a situation thus :
But the reason, no doubt , was that Paradise
Regained by our Savior ' s resisting the temptat i ons
of Satan might be a bett er contrast to Paradise
Lost by our first parents too easily yielding to
the same seducing Spirit. 28
Yet it appears not unlikely that he was obsessed with the
scr iptural idea:
"For we have not a high priest which cannot be
touched with the feeling of our infir mities ,
but was in all points tempted like as we are ,
yet without sin . "29
As James Hanford points out, the theme of Paradise
Regained was a necessary sequel to that of Paradise~,
not because anything was lacking in the theology of the
earlier poems, but because it was his plan to illustrate
the successful mee t ing of temptation in contrast to Adam' s
failure in a similar situation. 30 It is necessar y , too ,
to the working out of his overall theme of the justice of
God ' s relationship to man .

God did not leave man without

an illustration of human power to resist temptation a nd of
the sovereignty of the Savior over evil.

28David Masson , £2.• cit., p . 1.
29Hebrew, 4: 15.
30James H. Hanford , "The Temptation Motive in Milton,"
Studies i n Philology, TI , (1918) . p . 269 .
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In the light of Scripture there could have been only
one reason for the temptation in the wildnerness - God' s
purpose to prove the worthiness of the Son to be the Savior
of the world .

Christ ' s coming was f'or the death on the

cross , the act in which he became Savior of the ·mrld.

But

before he went to the cross, it was necessary that he manifest his power over sin so that , in believing in Him, man
could believe that Christ had power over sin .

Because he

had withstood all human temptation, Christ could say to his
disciples in the last hours of his earth- sojourn :
"In the world ye shall have tribulations:
but be of good cheer; I have overcome the

world. n31

This scriptural purpose for the temptation l.Iilton carries
into his poem and reiterates often .

There is the hint of

the purpose in the opening lines and a definite assertion
of this purpose in the words of God to Gabriel before a convocation of -~ngels :
" ••• this day by proof thou shalt behold ,
Thou and all _.ngels conversant of Ea7th
\Ii th man or men's affairs , how I begin
To verify t hat solemn message late ,
Of which I sent thee to the Virgin pure . " 3 2

31st . John 16: 33.
32Faradise Regaine d, I , 130- 134.
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TAiS temptation was to be the beginning of the fulfillment
of Gabr iel's prophecy to Mary in the ann..inciation that her
son was to be the Savior of the v·orld .

The Lord continued:

"To show him v10rthy of his birth divine
.And high prediction, henceforth I expose
To Satan; •••
His weakness shall o ' ercome Satanic strength
And all the world, and mass of sin~ul flesh ;
That all the .Angels and Etheral Po·wers ,
They now, and men hereafter , may discern
From what consll.llllilllte virt1e I have chose
This perfect man, •••
To earn Salvation for the Sons of nen . u33
Christ was aware of the pur pose of the temptation al~o , for
when he rebuked Satan for attempting to lure Him into a
premature establishment of his kingdom , he reminded Satan:
What if he hath decreed that I shall first
Be tried in humble state , and things adverse ,
••• that he may know
·what I can suffer , how Obey?34
r.Iil ton believed, then, that Christ, too knew that the
temptation was necessary in order to make him proof against
sin, exemplary of Christian wariness , and therefore a worthy
propitiation for the sin of the world.
Milton adheres less strictly to Scripture in the nature of the temptation .

In the scriptural narrative no

3 3Paradise Regained , I , 141-143, 161-167 .

34Ibid.
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explanation or interpretation of the temptations is made·

'

so we infer that they we re genuine and not even symbolic .
Christ was hungry ; Satan tempted him with food, tantalizing
him by pointing probably to a small flat stone which would
have looked very much like the small cake or loaf of bread
to which he was accustomed.
In l.:ilton' s epic the temptations are poetic symbols of
what the poet interpreted as being their real meanings .
Milton then catches in the apparently sarcastic "If thou be
the Son of God , 1135 a hint of the temptation to assert his
\

Sonship , if the Son he be, by commanding the stone that it
become bread .

Not only was it a temptation to presume upon

the authority which God had not yet chosen to manifest , but
also it was a temptation , as Mr . Gilbert points out, to doubt
his divine Sonship . 36

This as a first temptation was de-

signed to destr oy faith and so drive Christ to yielding to
the other temptations .

The second temptation in the Gospel

account is a straight forward and blunt offer of "the kingdoms of the world" and the power and glory entailed in
them. 3? Milton expands his narrative extensively here in
order to interpret the offer in terms of more concrete det ails; r iches , as portrayed in the lavish banquet scene

35st. Luke 4: 3 .

36A. H. Gi lbert , "The Temptation in Paradise Regained ,"
JEGP , 'IT. p . 602.
3?st . Luke , 4 : 5- 7
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and the t reasures of the world; fame , to be followed by the
acquisition of the throne of David; power, as seen in the
proffer of the full might of Rome; and the i ntellectual preemi nence, as represented by the visi on of .Athens and the culture of the world. 38

The temptation as a whole was to a c-

cept worldly pORer, \Yhid:l is not an evil in itself , but as
Mr . Gilbert points out , to a ccept it would be to abandon

tm illilili table

POii er

g iven from on high for the attain-

ment of an earthly pover .

The third temptation received

such simple trea tment in the hands o f the poet that it
would seem that he felt that he could rely on the perspicuity of the Scriptures to i nt erpret far him.

As in

t he Scriptures, it was a tempt ati on to presume upon the
authority of God , but utilizing miraculous powers for which
tlB t ime had not ye t co.rr.e .

Again, the Saviar rebUAed his

tempter am so thwa rt ed all attempts to re duce his own
powers .
The results of the temptation are apparent imL.ediately
after Christ ' s final refusa l to succumb .

Milton ' s S crip-

tural authority was the word that :
••• when the devil had ended a ll the
tempta ti on.A. he departed fro m him fo r
a season. 3~

38cf . A.H. Gilbe rt , ~ int erpr eta t ion.
39s t . Luke 4 : 13.
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The 11oet interprets ·with his imagine.tion:
Satan smitten with amazement fell

...

J-1nd to his crew, that sat consulting ,
brought
Joyless triumphals of his hop ' t s~ccess
Ruin, a.nd desperation, and dismcy.40
~ilton then interprets the temptation as tr£ defeat of Satan by the Savior , "For he hath put all thi~s under his
feet . 1141

Thus the temptation is the be3inning of the vic-

tory over Sin and Death.

Satan is n o t mortally stric ~en,

but he has fallen ignominiously and has felt the first
pangs of his final extermination.

Milton's theme fat' ~ -

dis e Regained has been accomplished in that the "one greater

I.L.n" of Paradise Lost has successfully foiled the poner of
evil and so exemplified his sovereignty and thus his worthiness to be the Savior of the world .
The significance for all time was the Scri!)ture was
fulfilled .

:L.ilto n had said, on scriptural authority, that

the seed af woman should bruise the serfent's head .

The

ultimate defeat of Satan and man' s final acquisition of
recovered paradise had been forecast .

And all in all ,

Milton had moved one step higier toward his goal
to assert Eternal Providence
And justify the ways of God to man.

40paradise Regained, IV, 577-579 .
41 1 Carrinthians 15 : 2? •
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He had accepted and illumina ted the scriptural ideas that
Christ having withstood temptation , was a just propitiation for man ' s sin. 42

BIBLIC••L INFLu.iliNCE..;, I N PLOT SIT JATIONS

In the rendering of this great theme in Paradise Lost
of the basic truths of Christianity, Milton naturally utilized the incidents and characters of Hebrew history and
Christian mythology which best illustrated the truths he
wished to express .

·wnile he borrowed from a number of

sources, Scripture is most frequently used and all the main
incidents in both plots have their origin there.

Lilton

could combine biblical and non-biblical sources freely,
thus he was capable of expanding a verse like Isaih 14:13
or Jude 1:6 into Book VI of ?aradise Lost , or of making
the opening verses of Genesis I , a vital and even realistic
Book VII •

.cl.lways he expanded and embellished his narrative

with a gospel air , apparently being very careful that he
wrote nothing which Hould distort the meaning of 3cripture itself.
Coroerning the plot for Paradise Lost, it is to be n ot e d

42cf . Hebrew 4 : 15 ; 4 : 18 .
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tba. t Milton narrated the temptation and fall of .ms.n in very
much the same manner in which they are portrayed in scripture and conventional interpretation, while Satan ' s appearance in the form of the serpent is a personification of evil
alt ogether in accord with the Scripture as well as coI:lm.on
belief .

Far all of these ifulton followed scriptural ore-

cedent in tJ::e order in which the details of \ hat he considered instantaneous 0Cts are presented .

Such details as

Eve ' s suggestion of suicide in her despair , the convocation
of angels to hear the pronouncement of judgement, the disappaarance of the ser ent and the presentation of his condemnation in absentia, the Son' s pronouncement of judgement ,
and others , are not deliberate interpolutions of the poet ,
but are borrowings from 0emi tic literature, and

1•,e

might

infer that these , along •:Ji th borrowings from modern translations of the cannon , compose the majority of L.ilton' s
borrowi~s for details of his plot in Paradise Lost .
In Paradise Reg.. ined Mil ton drama tic ally portrays the
very real and per sonal experiences of Christ as recounted
i n the Gcspels .

Re followed the order of the Luke account

of the temptation , expanded it , enhanced it vii.th classical
allusion and poetic interpretation , but did not alter it .
Events leading up to the temptation itself are authentic .
Christ was baptized by John i n the River Jordan , with the
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signal approval of God , and being filled with the Holy Ghost ,
was led into the wilderness to be tempted .

His reminiscenses ·

concerning the events of his birth and childhood, added to
this part of the Gospel from the later accounts of his life,
are excellent examples of l.lilton' s completely realistic dnd
personal approach to Christ in the poem.

Satan carried

Christ bodily and set him high on a pinnacle of the temple ,
commanding scornf'ully , "There stand , if thou will stand , "43
tempting him to prevail on and to preserve him.

The Christ ,

dignified master of the situation in the Gospel account , is
even more majestic as Lilton portr ays his rejecting the proposal to perform a rash and useless act and doing v,i th calm
dignity what the devil had neither suggested nor expected.
The temptation over, there was a visit of ministering angels,
and Christ returns to Galilee .

Thus the thirteen verses

from St . Luke 4, with one additional detail from Matthew
11, form the basis of the experiences that constitute the
plot for Paradise Regaine d .

43st. Luke 4:1-13; Matthew 11:1 .
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.Ti th reference to llil ton's characters, little need

be said concerning his borrowing from the Bible for the
portrayal of his characters.

It goes without saying that

a poet who sings biblical truths and narrates biblical
plots would utilize essentially the same characters that
he found in his source .

All the major charact ~rs, the

Deity, Adam and Eve , and Satan are from the Bible.

Yost

of the minor characters , the fallen angels and the celestial beings are either derived or delineated from biblical
patterns.

In a few cases :Uilton attributed biblical names

to characters for which he had no real biblical pattern.
His gener al tendency was to humanize his characters, sometimes to the extent that we can almost imagine he first
gave them life .
A careful analysis of l'fd.lton 's characters reveals that
his major characters are remarkably realistic and human.
'.-'Thile the Father i s an omnipotent and omniscient creator,
He has such human attributes as to be a philosophical and
emotional, "vigorous, executive, judicial and yet merciful"
God .44

r<l.lton adheres to the Psalmist 's conception of God

44Douglas Bush, ''Paradise Lost" in Our Time .
New York: Cornell university Press, 1945:-P. 137 .

Ithaca,
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as an unfailinc; presence , manifested in all his handiwork . 45
Llilton •s God is als o characterized by "justice tempered
with mercy , " which must ari se from compassion .

The God of

Mil ton ' s poetr y is human enough to display wrath and vengefulness , yet he is a divine spirit .

We see him "expounding

and justifying himself , pouring scorn upon the rebel angels , giving orders like a drill sergeant , 1146

all of which

are precisely his characteristics in the Old Testament .

We

see him, on the other hand, divine enough to har ken to the
Messiah ' s petition on behalf of sinful man to alter his
original plan in accord with the suggestions of m.:m ' s intercessor , character istic of the compassionate Father of the
New Testament.
The "Son" of Milton ' s poetry is essentially the Christ
of the New Testament .

He is the first and noblest of God ' s

creation,

By whom
.. s by his Word the might y Father made
All things, even thee , and all the Spirits of
}Ieav' n . 4 7
Mi lton interpreted the words of the ev ' n Scripture to mean

45Psalms 104; E . N. s . Thompson, £E.· ~it~ , P: 119:
46H . J . c. Grierson. Cross Currents l:_£ ~nglish Literature of the Seventeenth Century . London: Cbatto -.ind
~/indus , 19 G9 . p • 268 .
47Paradise Lost , V, 835- 837 .
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that Christ was "the firstborn of every creature" and that
"by him were a 11 things created . 0 48

He is a distinct per-

sonality in both Paradise~ and Paradise Regained , engagirg in conversation •with the Father, debating, questioning, arguing, and making suggestions for the disposition
of sinful man. 49 While it is true that he is seen as a
dreadfUl warrior, driving rebel angels from heaven, and an
intellectual philosopher, debating with Satan on the mount
of temptation, it is a lso true that he is seen as the humble
compassionate, and self-sa crificial spirit of the New Testament, making intercessions and offering himself as a
ransom for s inf Ul man .
The created beings of the two poems are essentially
those of biblical narrative.

The poet ' s entire conception

of his character is a poetic fabrication but in no way an
alteration of the Genesis account of our first parents .
For his Satan the poet was inspired , not

by

the ac-

count of the serpent of Genesis, but by the fallen angel
of John' s vision in the Book of Revelation.

In the two

major poems Milton traces the gradual degeneration and final debasement of Satan '

character in a manner roughly

48r Corrinthians l:15,16 .
~

49F . ,, • Butler, Puritanism in the Poetical · :orks of
Milton . London: Hunter and Longhurst, 1913. p. 63.
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comparable to the successive st0.ges in Job, ~echariah and
Chronicles . 50
For his minor characters L..il ton evidently felt less
inhibited by the words of Scripture.

He seen..s simply to

have gatre red hints froc. the Bible , av:....iled himself of all
that traditi on had to of fer, and pieced the
by means of his poetic imagination .

t•:10

together

The miristerin g an-

e;els of Paradise Regdine d v,ere direct borrO\,ing from
ocripture but wer e treated with only a cursory me~tion .

-

B1it in the tallen al:8els and the celestial h osts of Para~

~

1

lilton found a real challenge to h i s portrayal.

...

He felt that he had the warrant of Scripture for the fact
that a host of angels rebelled against God, vrere cast

out

of heaven , and t hen sought to avenge themselves by invading
the newly-created wor ld , tempting man , and later deceiving
him in the shape of false gods . 51
Thus in the portrayal of t hese and his other characters , while Milton cbes not borrow exclus.:vely :f'rom
Scripture , he IIUlkes it the foundation on which to work ,

am

yet feels free to add whatever legend, tradition and

his own Jo etic i magination make desirable .

On the basis

50c • .H.. 1.oor e , "The Conclusion of Para~is e Lost , "
Publication of the Modern Lang~age Association of .tUI1erica ,

(1921), 1-34:- -

5l~ erritt Hughes, Introductory Notes £.a.Paradis e
Lost . p. 26 .

-
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of evidence that the same is true of themes and plots , the
conclusion can be d.ravm that the Bible ,-res the most tremendous single influence in structural elements in the major poems of John 1,Iil ton •
•-mother point is that both Paradise~ and Paradise
Regained show quite clearly that Milton conceded that evil
entered the world in the person of Satan disguised in the
serpent.

He is introduced into "Paradise Lost" not to

show the origin of evil so much as to personify its existence in the world . 52

In the temptation in the garden,

Mil ton portrayed Satan as the ".1-1.dversary" of the Book of
Job, i'lho ,.valks "to and fro in the earth .

11

In this role

he appeared personally , also , to the Son on the :Mount of
Temptation .

The course of evil in :.~ilton ' s poems is, af-

ter its allegorical engendering in the mind of Satan , much
the same as that of biblical tradition.

It first mani-

fested itself in the temptation of Adam and ~ve, and having
contaminated them, becomes inherent in the world .

It meets

no formidable rival until Christ manifested his suneriority
in the temptation, and since that time it has fought a
losing battle for the soul of man.

52A. H . Gilbert, ''The Problem of Evin in Paradise
Lost, " JEGP, XX:II, p • 17 7 .
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The s ubsequent s truggl e of sin takes a very material
f or m i n Milton 's poems and i n Scripture as the str uggle
between God and Satan for the soul of mon .

In Scripture,

Satan is depicted as a roaring lion , walking about, "seeking
whom he may devour . n53

Suc:h was naturally the cone eption

of Milton , who , like all Puritans , was pr one to interpret
life as the constant struggle of good and evil .

-di se -Los t , all of

I n ~-

mankind i s at s t ake ; in Paradise Re-

-

gaine d it is tte sovereignty of the Son ; and in both the
s elf-destructiveness of evil and the ever- living constructiven ess of good are apparent and Satan realized that God
can "good out of evil create. "
Interesting as they a re, these poetic argument~ are
but the sidel ights to Milton ' s comprehens ive theme of
God ' s relationshi p to man .

53r Peter 5:8 .

CHAPTER IV

PDRIT•.\N' THEOLOGY IN
MILTON ' S MAJOR POEMS

" .. .

Tm GRE.AT .ri.RGUI,:ENT"

In 1658 1:ilton, in his blindness, dictated the
work which he bad p l anned thirty j'Bars before.

Para-

dise Lost, a mythological poem written in the form of
an epic story in twelve books, has as its subject exactly what Milton states it to be .

It is "Man ' s First

Disobedience 11 and tbe "loss of Eden. "

It is the loss

of that "faultless innocence of nature , " which had long
been in his mind as a standard or an ideal .

In dealing

with this iITevocable loss lvlil ton explains, first , how
it cam about, and secondly how an all- loving and oll
powerful God could allow it to rave coIJB about .

The

first of these questions involves the nature of man and
of woman , their position between the enormous warring
powers of Heaven and of Hell.

The second question makes

it re ccessary for the poet to m Ke th .:.t incredibly bold
prayer for an inspiration:
'1That to the hi ghts of this oreat .Argument
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I may assert Eternal Providence
And justifie the wayes of God t~ men . nl
The ways of God are j ustified partly by the fact of His
gift to man of free will , wi thou.t which man v1ould be lacking in dignity .

He must be f r ee to sin, for otherwise he

would not be f r ee to love .

Partly they are justified by

the fact that even man ' s disobedience serves to afford an
oppor tunity for the showing of still greater love by God ,
in t~e redempt i on of man by the sacrifice of his own son.
Further explanation leads us to an understanding that
the nature of man is shown t o be , even in the innocence
of ..J:den, cap.... ble of makin__; irrevocable mistakes ,1hen passion tukes over the control fror. reason .

~an is guarded

by angels tind fore,,arned of what to e::xpect from the mdchin.:::.tions of Satan .

In spite of this , he falls , and for

the f al 1 can blane no one but himself .

Yet for him too

repentance , fortitude and enduro.nce can , if not re.:>tore
Paradise , at least give dignity to

tm

future , so that ,

through the intervention of "one greater Man, " he will in
tre end "regai n the blissful Seat . n2
The 6 ener<.1l theme of Paradise Lost is a mixture of
Hebrew mytholoey and Christian theology .

l paradise Lost , I , 24 - 25 .
2I bid ., I , 1 - 5 .

There are long
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narrative passages or foreca st s of the futu r e to break up
t h e main story; there are b attles and jou.rneys; and invoca tions to the "Heavenly Muse ."

In the invocation to

t he Muse, Milton follows a poetic tradition in such a way
as to fill the i nv ocation with sign ificance.

He implores

the Muse to:
"Sing Heav'nly Muse , that on the secr et top
Of Oreb, or of Sinai , didst inspire
That Shepherd, who fir st taught the chosen Seed ,
In the beginning bow the Heav' ns and the Earth
Rose out of Chaos; or i f Sion Hill
Delight t h ee more , and Siloa ' s Brook that flc,n'd
Fast by the Or acle of Goo; I thence
Invoke thy a id to my adventrous song
Tha t with no middle flight intends to soar
Above th' Aonian 1:.!ount , while it pursues
Things unattempted yet in Prose or RhiIIJ;j .
And chiefly Thou O Spirit, that dos t prefer
Before all Temples th' upright heart and pure,
Instruct me, for Thou knc,n•st ; Thou from the first
Was present, and v1 ith mi ghty wings outspread
Dove- like sa t st broodi ng on the vast Abyss
And mad ' st it pregnant; That in me is dark
Illumine , what is l ow raise and support;" •• • 3
The Heavenly Mus e ( i. e., Urania, ori gi. nally the Muse of
Astronomy) is in reality that divine inspirat i on which revealed the truths of religi on t o Moses .

It is ul so tlB

sp irit of God which dwells in the heart of every believer.
In Christian terminology, it is tre Holy Ghost, then, v.ri th
Milton, his invocations are , therefore, rea lly pr ayers. 4

3Ibid . , I, 6-23 .
4Frank A. Patterson , The student's :Milton.
F . s. Crofts and Company, 19 Z:O . p . 92?.

New York:
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at this point begins the account of Satan and the rebel angels , their banishment from heavep , am t m ir plot to oppose the design of the Almighty by d.raggir.g drrNn his children, our first p_;.rents from their state of innocence .
description of the land of fire and endless oain
~

'

The

·where

the fallen spirits abide , and the erection of ~andemonium,
the pt.lace of .Sutan are given by l',:ilton in the following
lines :
"· •• Reserv ' d him to more wrath; fat" now the thought
Both af lost hc;p pine ss and lasti~ pain
Torllients him; round he throws his baleful eyes
That witr_ess ' d huge affliction am dismay
1:ixt ,dth obdurute pride and stedfcst hate:
At once as far as .Aflgels kenn he views
The dismal situation wa,ste und wilde ,
~ Dungeon horrible , on all sides round
.. ls one great Furnace f'lam ' d, yet from those flames
No ~ight, but rather darkness visible
Ser'vd only to discover sights of woe ,
Regions of sorrov; , dolef'ul sJ::a des , where peace
~nd rest can never dwell , hope never comes
Thdt cones to all ; but t.orture with rut end
3till urges , und a fiery Deluge , fed
,i th ever-burning Sulphur unconsum ' d:
ouch plac e Eter nal Justice bad prep~r ' d
For those rebellious, here their Prison or dain 'd
In utter dar Kness , dnd their pat"tion set
As far remov' d from God and light of Heav ' n
O hew unlike the place f'rom wmnce they fell 1
There the companions of his fall , o ' rewhelm ' d
·,{ith Floods and 1'fnirlwinds of tempestuous fire ,
He soon d i scerns , and weltering by h~s si~e
One next himself i n power , "4nd next in crime ,
Long after known in Palestine , and nam ' d
Beelzebub ."5

5Ibid . , I , 54-81 .
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At the close Satan appeals to Beelzebub , whom Milton has
created to hold the same f atalistio creed as his lord , but
Beelzebub is inf e r iar in his ability to face the situation,
and replies to Satan:
"Fall ' n Cherube , to be weak is miserable
Doing or Sufferi~ : but of this be sure ,
To do ought good never will be our task ,
But ever to do ill our sole delight
As being the contrary to his 1, i,Sh will
Whom we resist, If then his Providence
Out of our evil seek to bri~ forth good ,
Our labour must be to pervert that end,
.nnd out of good still to find w.eans of evil ;
'.'/hich oft times ma" succeed, so as perhaps
Shall grieve him, if I fail not , and disturb
His inmost counsels from their destind aim. "6
To this end Milton makes 3atan meet his oessimismwith a
superb expression of resolute opposition to the will of
God, and brings to his mind the terms o:f the eternal warfare between good

am

evil on earth.

~ter many trying

circumstances Satan succumbs and ?,.ilton• s own passion for
liberty is embodies in Satan ' s wards :
"Here at least we shall be free . " 7
~s the poem progresses , there i s a description of the
council of evil spirits , of Satan ' s consent to undertake
the temptation of .ti.dam and .;;ve , and of his journey to the

6Ibid ., I , 157- 168 .
7James H. Hanford , A 1.ilton Handboo.te .
Crofts and Company, 1926:- p . 150.

Hew York: F . S .
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gates of hel 1, which are guarded by Sin and Death.
ly, the scene transports us to heaven again.

Final-

God foresee-

ing tm fall, sends Raphael to warn Adam and Eve, so that
their disobedience shall be upon their own heads .

The son

offers himself a sacrifice, to t ake away the sin of the
coming disobedience of man.

Satan , then , appears in a dif-

ferent scene, meets Uriel, the Angel of the sun, inquires
from him the way to ea rth, and takes his j ourney disguised
as an allSel of light .

In this change of scene to Heaven ,

Milton makes a fervent invocation - a prayer to God is made
the image of light as he says :
"Hail holy light, offspring of Heav'n first-born,
Or of th' Eternal Coeternal beam
M.ay I e_.press thee unblam' d since God is light,
And never but in unapproached light
Dwelt from Eternitie , dwelt then in thee,
Br ight eff ...ience of bright essence inoreate.
Or hear 'st thou rather pure Ethereal stream
·,·,'hose Fountain who shall tell ? before the Sun ,
Before the Heavens thou wart, and at the voice
Of God , as with a li:antle didst invest
The ris irg war ld of water s dark and deep ,
Won from the void and formless infinite .
Thee I re-visit n ow with bolder wing ,
Escap 't tm Stygian Pool , though long detain'd
In t hat obscure sojourn , vbile in my f light
Through utter and through middle darkness borne
\'li th othe r notes then to th ' orphean Lyre
I sung of Chaos and Eternal Night,
Taught by tle heav ' nly Muse to venture doen
The dark descent, and up to reascent,
Though bard and rare; thee I revisit safe,
And feel thy sovran vital Lampl but thou
Revitit ' st not these eyes, that rowle in vain

?4

To find thy piercing ray , and fird no dawn;
So thick a drop serene hath guencht their Orbs
Or dim sui'fusion veil ' d ••• 0 8
'
The concluding books of the poem tell us of Paradise
and the innocent state of man; Eve relating her

a ream

to

Ada,:i, and then the morning prayer and the daily employment
of our first parents ; the story of the creation of the
world as Raphael tells it to Adam and Eve; the story told
by Adam to Raphael of his own life and of his meeting with
Eve; the story of the temptation by Sat®, following tbe
account in Genesis ; the divine jlldgem nt upon Adam and Eve;
the Almighty's acceptance of ~dam's r epentance and ::Jichael•s
vision showing Adam and .8ve comforted by hearing of the future redemption of their race .

The poem ends as they wan-

der forth out of Paradise and the door closes behind them.
From this brief sum.c:iation one can see that Paradise
~

is a large epic, n ot

of a man or hero, but of the

whole race of men; and Itilton ' s abiding interest of the poem
is in the pictures that he paints tcgether with his lofty
thoughts and the impression he makes on one ' s mind .
It is argued by William J . Long, a critic, that in
Paradise

~

and Paradise Regained, ?.:ilton is unconscious-

8paradise Lo~t , III , 1-55 .

?5
ly immort alizing the Puritan sp1·r1· t , tre·Q so, .e unconquera bl e
spirit th£.t set r.1en to writing poems and allegories when
in p r ison for the faith to found a free comr..om,e ...lth .

Long

further describes Par a d i s e ~ as the dream of a Puritan
and he has lilode his cha r acter the "Almi~hty," tinged with
the narr ow and literal theology of tre time . 9
The doctrine of Puritanism, as has been ment:oned ,
embodies many beliefs that L i lton was in full a c cord .
Hence , one lliicht expect to find running throu(:;h his works
a strong r eference to the things for which he stood and an
implication of his ideals .

For example , Adam' s temptation

and fall wer e due , not to an act of God , but to man ' s own
will ful disobedience .

God created man a f r ee rr..oral agent ,

endowed him wi th reason , and so empowered him to deter mine
his own destir..y.

;;.,ilton also states "that, in a8signing

the gift of f r ee will , God suffere d both reen and angels
to stand or fal l ut their own uncontrolled choi ce , • •• not
neoe.,sitati~ the e v il conse~uences which ensued , but
leaving them contingent . 111 0

The foreknowled.se of God that

man .,oul d fal l does not indicate that God so ore destined

9;'/ill iam J . Long , English Literature .
and Comp~ny , 1 920 . p . 216- 217 .
l OJ!anford , .2£..:.. cit ., p . 83 .

NevJ York : Ginn
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his creation .

11il ton had previously devoted a chanter in

De Doctrina Christiana

1:,0

:,roving that

11

the prescience of

God seems to have no connection with the principle or essence or :predestination . ull

In the poem the Almighty de-

clares :
"
• •• they themselves decreed
This own revolt , not; : if I foreknow,
Foreknowledge had no in:fluence on their fa~lt
'
Which had no less TJrov ' d certain unforeKnown. "12
God created man Knowing that he would sin, but did not
foreordain that man sho~ld fall by his sin.
The nature of man ' s sin has been the subject of much
conject..ire .

Jnwariness is the definition by Tillyard ,

while Saurat sees it a manifest triumph of passion over
reason .

Ji.gain it is spoken of as "excess" when God dis-

cusses it with Gabriell3 and as a breaking of unicy, a
denial of the fundarrental unity of the pantheistic universe.14

The traditional interpretation of Eve's sin

during the llliddle ~ges was that it was more greediness ,
or gluttony , ar...d in Milton ' s time there was the tendency

llThe Columbia Edition , XIV, 1925 .
l~adise Lost, III, 116- 119 .
13Ibid., XI, 110.
14:... .t1 . Larson , The :r.•1odernity o.f Lilton . Chicago:
•:m • P • 229 .
The University of Chicatio Press, 1 g ~,

??

to regard lust or usuriousness the sin . 15

The theol~ical

implications are that Adam sinned in that he aspired to
something greater than his estate .

Our inteI·est in the

q_uest for kno·vledge is sust ..ined from tht.. time that Raphael
warns -',.dam against over- inc:_uisi ti vene ss into the things
of God and exhorts him thus :
''Heav ' n is f cr thee too high
To knew what passes there; be lowly wise :
Think only what concerns thee ahd thy being. ttl6
In the act of temptation Satan seduceB Eve with the pro-

mise of wisdom concerning :
" ••• all th in-:.;s visible in Heav' n
Or Ec:1rth , or : .iddle , all thin._;s fair and good , nl?
and Zve tempts rtdam , :ith the same promises .

.ndam. succumbs

despite the forewarnings of Gabriel and his own conscience .
I.1erri t Hughes interprets this thirst for knm·1ledge as tle
impulse of any conscious crec.ti.lre to escape trom its limitations egainst which .~dc1..1 could revolt in Paradise was
ignortlnce . 18

Milton makes God hi~$elf say th~t it is the

affectation of Godhead th~t is the essence of man ' s dis -

15;_ erritt Ht1ohes, Introductory rotes on Paradise I.ost ,
p. 38 .
16Paradise Lost, VIII , 172-174.
l?Ibid . , IX , 604 - 605 .
l8lJlerrit t Hu.;hes , ~ - cit . , p. 35 •
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obedience . 19

The biblical essen ·e of this interpret~tion

lies in the prot ise of the serre nt :
in the day ye eat thereof ••• ye
Shctll be as gods , 20
'
and 1:.Iilton i.lllElgines that Eve used the same urguments in
persuading her husband to partake of the fruit.

r.,.ilton

had previoLtSly settled the matter of the nature of the
original sin , however , v,hen he remarked that it included:
distrust in the divine veracity; .•• unbelief ;
ill{;rati tude ; disobedience ; glutton;; in the man
e.::cessi ve uxoriousness , in the woID.hn a want of
proper re~ard for her husb~nd, in both sn insensibility to the welfe.re of t:i1eir offs.:;,ring; •••
_parricide , theft , invasion of the ri 6 hts of othflrs,
sacrileee, deceit , ,resumption in aspiring to divine
attributes, fraud, .•• pride , and arrogance . 21
The sin of .Adam was the very essence of all sin and the
fall of .:tdam the fall of all mankind .
fold in sin , n22

Mankind was

0

mani-

and the curse of death fell upon all . 2 3

fillton ' s entire conception of the n~ture of the fall was
imbued, then, •ni th the script cl.I'al prece".lt that "in .~dam
all die . "24

19?aradise Lost , III, d03 - 210 .
20Genesis , 3 : 5 .
21The Columbia ~dition , X:V, 182-183 .
22ptiradise Lost , X, 16 .
23Ibid ., III , 209 .
24I Corrinth i-ins, 15: 22 .
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In the Genesis account , the immedi&te results of the
fall ar e shame and fear which bring on other defects in
char acter .

Adam and Eve clothed themselves in fig leaves

and hid am.or.g the trees to avoid a meeting with the Lord
God .

When God called out and questioned the reprobates ,

their answers were first evasive and later recriminatory.
',"/hatever noo le inclination they previously have had , v,bi ch
would have motivated them to confess their wrongs honestly
and courageously or to defend each other before God, they
now had become shameful creatures , fearful , alienated
f r om God , and altogether unethical in character .

Kilton

follows biblical precedent very closely in portraying these
changes in character . 25

In the first place , both Adam

and Eve , mindful of God ' s warning of the punishment for
eating of the forbidden tree, consider the possibility of
death, and presumably for it Eve ponders :
• • • but what if God have seen
And Death ensue?26
And the thoue;ht that Adam would perhaps be "wedded to
another Eve" is bitter indeed , so much so, that sm resolves to share her chances "in bliss or woe" with him by

25cf . Genesis 3 : 12, 13.
2 6Par adise Lost IX, 826- 827 .
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luring him into sin with her. 27

Adam, upon learning of

Eve ' s fateful act :
A.stonied stood and Blank , while horror chill
Ran through his veins , 28
and he resolved :
i f Death
Consort with thee, Death is to mee as Life , 29
and , completely aware of the consequences, he tastes the
fr~it .

Immediately thereafter the results of their sin

becomes apparent .

Their first act was a lustful one.

Their next ·was characterized by all the nature of sin;
shame , fear, high Pas <ions, ...nger , Hate , kistrust , Suspicion, Discord . 30

They concerned themselves first with

clothing their shame; then faced with the -possibility of
their havirg heavenly visitors , they deplore their fearful predicament ; and lastly they accuse each other, blaming
the other for what is sin in both .

.as in the Genesis ac-

count, sin brings on fear and shame , destroys their former

27Ibid.,
28Ibid . ,
29Ibid . ,
30Ibid. ,

IX , 831.
IX , 890- 891 .
IX , 953- 954 .

IX , 1123-1124.
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affinity with God, and generally reduces the ethical worth
of tre ir character .

It is a sordid )ictur e of the deteri-

orati on of an erstwhile perfect being to a highly imperf e c t ore , or "tl:B retrogression of • • • finite being t o
chaos . n31
The signiI i canoe of this i'all for future generations
in both the spiritual and the poetic ;;..Ccounts is the determination of the relative position of mo.n and woman .
Woman ' s lot ,•as to be one of sorrow , suffering and subserviency to her husband . 32

Man ' s lot was to be one of

sorrow , labor and hardship , propitiated by whatever joy
could be derived from his sovereignty over and responsibility for vrn.llltln. 33

Both beca.u.e .1.,.1.artal and were cast

from Par adise , never to enjoy the perfectness of their
first estate aga i n on this earth. 34

Furthermore , man-

kind was to exi st in a state of continual struggle against
si n.

In the theoloey- of Milton the existence of uatan as

a ftillen angel personified the existence of evil in the
•.-vor ld .

The conflict of evil against man began i.·:ith .::;at"'n ' s

jealousy over man ' s perfect state .

311.arson,
32Genesis
33Genesis
34Genesis

In Scripture the ac-

2£..:.. cit . , p . 231 .
3 : 16 ; ~aradise Lost , X, 1$3- 196 .
3 : l?-19 , Paradise Lost , X, 198- ~08 .
3:23- 24; Paradise Lost, XI , 104- 108 .
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t ual struggle begins with the temptation , when the mind of
man is first pitted a 6ainst the power s of evil ; and in bot h
Scriptures and Mi lton' s poem, it continues universally to
tbe end of time . 35
The final overthrow of evil was to be effected in the
fulfillment of the proohecy that the seed of woman should
bruise the ser )ent' s head , a nd man was made equal to the
vicissitudes of the future by the promise of "A paradise
within thee , happier far , 11 36 to be made possible by the
ac·.uisition of faith, virtue , patience , temperance and
charity . 37

Li fe was to be a matter , not of er:d uring

punishment and death, but of hoping and trusting 1r.Ji th
meditation of the happy end . n38

This was the consumma-

tion of God ' s plan for created man .

The ways of God had

been justified and Milton had fulfilled his ultimate purpose in wri ting Paradise Lost .
The second epic, Paradise Regained , shorter and more
exclusively scriptural , portrays the instrument of man ' s
restoration in the act by which his supremacy was asserted
and man' s restoration made possible.

It depicts the true

35Romans 5 : 12; I Corrinthians 15 : 21 , 22 .
36Par adise Lost , XII , 587 .
3 7Ib i d . , XII, 582- 583.
38Ib1d. , XII, 605
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nature of temptation and the manner in which it must be
resisted.

.As

Professor .tianfor d points out, the theme of

Paradise Regained was a necessary seq_uel to that of Paradise Lost, not because anything was amiss or lacking in
tae theolob.Y of tbs earlier poem, but because it was his
plan to illustrate the successful meeting of temptation in
contrast with Adam' s failure in a similar situation . 39

It

was necessary, too, to the working out of his overall theme
of the justice of God's relationship to man.

The benefi-

cent God did not leave man without an illustration of human pONer to resist temptation and of the sovereignty of
the Savior over evil .
In tl:e li3 ht of 3cripture tbare could have been only
one reason for the temptation in the wilderress - God's
purpose to prove the worthiness of the Gon to be the Savior
of th3 world .

Christ's coming was for the death on the

cross, tl:e act in which he became Savior of the world .
But before he -..ent to the cross, i t was necessary that he
manifest his power over sin so thJt, in believine in him,
roan could believe that he h .... d power over s in •
.As a comm.entary upon 1.dlton' s works, Janes Hanford,
critic, says it is to be noted that hilton's a p proach to
his writings in his earlier days is quite different from

39Hanford, 2.E.!.. cit., p . 76 .
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the profound manner in which he deals ,.,ith his subjects in
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained .

In his earlier days

:...ilton ' s conception of Heaven is coupled with a strong r eligious belief in the doctrines of Puritanism..

1.anifes-

tations of Puritanism in his character and thought are very
evident .

As he proceeds with his writings , his convictions

change , but they remain dominant characteristics.

For ex-

ample, in the fir st three plans of Paradise Lost , "Heavenly
Love" appears as a character but in the poem ti;,enty years
later , the Platonic raptures have taken on something of a
Puritan sobriety . 40

His conception of virtue broadens to

incL.1.de justice and morality in tbe body politic.

His

passion fo r indi vid·.1.al perfection clothes itself in the
zeal for public ri3hte0Qsness ; he still cherishes for himself and those •,mo can receive it, the esoteric doctrine
of chastity.

Milton also makes wide use of the Bible .

This bei ng true , it is .~th these elements that we are
concerned and the chapter that follows is an analys is of
Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained pointing out both the
Biblical ~spects and Puritan Theology as reflected in the
"Gr eat .Argument . n

40Ibid., p . 372.
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MILTON ' S TREb.TMENT OF LIBERTY AND FREEDOM
Il'J THE MAJ"OR POEMS
PARADISE ~ AND PARADISE REGAINED

A careful study of Paradise~ and Paradise Regained
reveals innumerable instances of Milton's treatment of
chastity, self- discipline, f r eedom, and religious concepts,
outstanding elements of Puritanism.

Through these t·.vo poems ,

the poet makes great use of these elements as he depicts
the struggle between the heavenly and the infernal forces
wrestling to secure dominance over the human soul .
Purity of heart and life , which to the Puritans signified chastity, was one of the guiding forces of Puritan
theology and af Milton ' s existence, and his views regarding
it colored much of his \vriting .

Brief attention here to

his prose staten:ent about chastity may serve to interpret
more cJe arly his philosophy as revealed in the poems .
In one of Milton' s early prose wcu:-ks, he confessed
that his "honest haughtiness" had saved him from all impurities of living , 41 and we also have his words to the effect that while he was abroad , he lived a life of chastity,

4 l nAn k.pology, " Paradise Lost, III, 303- 304.
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r egarding which he wrote :
This clty as lt br irgs to my Llnd the slandered
More , ma1ee s me again call God to witness that , in all
places ·where so much l i cense is given , I lived f r ee and
untouched of all defilement and profligate behavior
havil'.\S it ever in my thoaght , that if I could escap~
tl:e eyes of men , I certainly could not escape the eyes
of God . 42
In "Church Governmentn Milton also made reference to this
subject:
••• he who would not be frustrate of his
hope to write well hereafter in laudable things
ought himselfe to be a true Poem, that is , a
composition , and patterns of the best and honourablest thin.;s, not presuming to sing high praises
of heroic~ men , or famous cities , unless he have
in himselfe the experience and the practice of al l
t hat which is praise- worthy •••• nor do I think
it shame to covenant with any knowing reader, that
fo r some few years yet I may go on trust with him
t oward the payment of what I am not indebted , as
bei ng a work not to be rays ' d from the heat of
youth, or the vapours of wine, like that which
flows a t waste from the pen of some vulgar Amorist ,
or the t r encher fury of a riming parasite , not to
be obtain' d by the i nvocation of Dame memory and
her Sir en daue:iter , but by dev out prayer to that
eternal Spirit , ~.rho can enrich with all utterance
and knowledge , and sends out his Seraphim with too
hal low' d fire of his Altar to touch and purify the
lips of whom he pleases . 43
Mi lton' s passion far individual perfection henceforth clothes itself i n zeal for pub~ic righteousness ,

42 nA Second Defense , " Paradise ~ ' I I I , 12?.
43 °Reason of Church Gover nment , " Paradise Lost ,
I I I, 240- 241.
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and though he still cherishes for himself and for those
who can receive it , the doctrine of chastity and true love ,
his vision i s more often directed toward outward objects
and events .

Both the personal and the public emotions and

ideals are embodied in his later writings .

The poet is al-

so aware of the spiritual forces which are r ang ed against
him, <.ll'ld he is still the conscious champion of r i ghteousness and truth but his self- portraiture is now wholly merged
in his cre~tive art .
I n Paradise Lost he mentions that after "long choosing
and beginning late , 11 he has dedicated himself to the chaste
conduct which he has considered necessary to enable him to
write well .

Thus interpreted in the lit;ht of his own con-

duct and thou;ht , his extreme regard for chastity and virtue muy be understood more easily .
Leaving aside the numerous short and characteristic
references which this poet always makes to "purity, 11 "virtue, 11 or "chastity , " and their ,,JOrth, Paradise Lost includes many lon~ passages devoted to these subjects , several
outstandir..£; ones which depict the value and joy of the
Chaste and righteous relationship between man and
that of the true marriege bed .

VJOIIU.lll ,

In Book Fo.Jr of Par~dise

Lost he places emphasis upon the purity of thought in the
relationship of .'-1.dau and .eve in the garden, speaking of
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there being not "guilte shamen nor dishonest shame felt
by

either of the two.

He thinks that only "sin-bred" man

has troubled mankind,
''With shews instead , neer shews of seeing pure ,
And banisht from man's life his happiest life
Simplicitie and spotless innocence . "44
Later in the same book , he again comments on the purity of
wedded love , the "true source of' human off'spring," by which
''Founded in Reason , Loyal, Just and Pure ,
Relations dear , and all the Charities
Of Father , ;:jon and Brother ••• "
first were knovm and drove adulterous lust from men and
made it to abide among the ''bestial herds . n45

Continuing

this theme, he further says :
"Vfllat hiJier in her societie thou findest
At tractive , human, rational, love still;
In loving thou dost well in passion not ,
Wherein true consists not ; love refines
The Thoughts, and heart enlarges hath his seat
In Reason , and is judicious, and is the seale
By which to heavn ' ly Love thou maist ascend
Not sunk in carnal pleasure, for which
.Amongst the Beasts no Mate for thee was found . 1146
No higher tribute could be paid chastity than the

44paradise Lost, IV , 316- 318 .
45Ibid ., IV~5- 758 .
46I bid., VIII, 586- 594 .
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scene -which describes Eve ' s loveliness on her bridal night .
~ilton discusses her virginal and virtuous qualities , ~nd
expresses his idea of m.aritJ.l harmony:
"She beard 11e this , and thou3ht divinely brought ,
Yet Innocence and Virgin ~..odes tie ,
Her vertue and the conscience of her worth
Th..it v,ould be .v0o ' d and not unsou.3ht be ,,.on ,
Not obvious, not obtrusive , but retir ' d ,
The more desirable , or to say all ,
Nature herself , thou6 h pur of sinful thou~t ,
Wrou.;b.t in her so , that seeing me , she turn ' d
I follow ' d her , sre wh;:;1t was Honour 1mew
.1.nd with obse1:1.uious I.ajestie pprov ' d
r.:y plead ' d reason . To the Nuotial Boure
I led her blushing li~e the 1:om : all Heav ' n
And hap pie Constellations on that houre
&hed their sele ctest influence; the .cl:arth
Gave sign of gratulations , and each Hill ;
Joyous the Birds ; fresh Gales and gentle aires
'.lhisner 'd it to the 'loods, and frou their wings
Flung Rose , flung Odours from the spicie Shrub
Desporting , till the Amorous Bird of Night
&ing Spo~sal , dnd bid haste the Evening Star
On his Hill top , to light the bridal lamp . u47
1

Satan him.self is not insensib~e to the imnort~nce of
purity in the first part of tre epic, for Milton creates
him with senses so highly attuned that his appreciation of
the purity and beauty of Eve and his admiration for Adam
are so nearly wholesome and human that he almost finds
himself ready to pity them.

Instead , however , luilton ban-

ishes from Satan the idea of compassion and deter.mines to
house both .d.dam and Eve in hell .

47Ibid . , VIII , 500- 520 .

Later , after he is dis-
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covered in the garden and led before Michael and made to
confess his sin, there is noticeable in him, a fearful
degeneracy of body and character , which h~ilton implies is
the outgrowth of u.nrigiteousness, the true cause of his
fall .
The second aspect of Milton ' s relationship to Puritanism as expressed in the major poems will be considered his attitude toward discipline, a substitute term f or selfdiscipline .

His trea t ment of this top ic was varied and

great, but in the final analysis it resolved itself into
the thesis that he who disciplines him.self is more fully
capable of a complete enjoyment of freedom and of life both
in this world and in the Hereafter than he who does not .
In matters of belief Uilton thought tha t each man should be
granted the right to draw his own conclusions a bout re ligion, and in doing so, t o work out his own salvation .

His

belief was tha t reason and sel f - discipline should dominate
passion .

His theory of discipline involved Lock's belief

that the heart and soul were sustained by the intellect
rather than by outward influences .

He offers numerous ex-

amples of this belief in Paradise ~ , and with each example, he leaves the impression that for failure to exercise
self- discipline, one must always pay a penalty.
the dramatic epic, Satan, upon whose face

0

Early in

deep scars of
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thunder are intrenched," laments the loss of happiness,
which was taken from him because of his unrighteousness.48
He realizes the difficulty of the task of making his way
from hell back to Heaven from which he has been banished .
The penalty paid by Adam for Eve ' s trangression is
graphically described in the scene where he first learns
of sin:
"Adam, soon as he heard
The Fatal trespass done by Eve, amaz ' d
AStonied stood and blank, while horror chill
Ran through his veins , and all his joints relax'd;
From his slack hand the garland wreath'd far Eve
Down drop' d, and all the faded roses shed:
Speechless he stood and pale ••• "49
Eve, full of remorse because of her share in the fall of man
with its attendant dire consequences to all ages , and in
desperation at feelirg her strength unequal to the conditions placed upon her as punishment for her sin , suggests
to Adam, self-destruction for both of them.

Adam, filled

with keener foresight and graver wisdom than she, tells
her that should they stoop to such cowardice , God would
surely make death live in both of them.

He counters ber

suggestion with one telling her that they must make the

48Ib1d ., I , 55 .
49Ibid. , IX. , 888- 895 .
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best of the situation and ameliorate their sad plight by
prayer and contrition. 50
A dramatic illustration of the sins visited upon man
through Adam's lack of self-discipline is given when the
Angel Michael takes Adam to the Hill of Paradise to behold
the Valley below.

He has enacted before Adam' s eyes, the

tragedy of the two brothers , the one being slai11 by the
other .

As Adam witnesses the slaying he r e coils and asks

to be permitted t o withl'. rav:; b ut Michael makes the lesson
more effective by discussing the consequences of intemperance as the cause of the many shapes of death before he
dis.misses him.

Says he:

"Some ••• by violent stroke shall die
By fire, flood, famine, by intemperance more
In meat and drinks~ which on the earth shall bring
Disea ses dire ••• nol
As if to add still greater force to his purpose, he delineates the lazar-house where the products of intemperance
or discipline, such as Adam' s languish.

In it are gathered

those who suffer from
"
••• all maladies
Of ghastly spasm, or racking torture qualms
Of heart-sick agony, all feverous kind;
Convulsions, epilepsies, fierce catarrhs,
Intestine stone and ulcer, colic pange
Demoniac phrensy , moping melancholy
50Ibid., X, 1000-1098.
5lrbid., XI, 471-4'74 .
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.:-~nd moon- struck madness , pencing atrophy,
Dropsies , and asthmas , and joint racking rheums . " 52
.Adam, overcome with the norrar s of the ';>lace and with the
consciousness of his own responsibility with matter, asks
i f the i.rmge of God must be so debased .
tba t when man chose

0

1Iichael tells him

to serve ungov erned appetite" his Hak-

er ' s i m....ge forsook him, and he took on instead tm image of
him whom he served , " disfiguring not God ' s likeness" but his
own .

To _..._dam' s anxious question as to whether or not there

is some other way, ia.chael replies :
nif thou well ob serve
The rule of not too much , by temperi;;lll.ce taught
In what thou eatst and drinkst , seeking from thence
Due nourishment ~ not gluttonous delight ,
Ti ll many years over thy head return:
So mayst thou live , till like ripe Fruit thou dr op
I nto thy rr_other ' s lap . 0 53
Regarding the reJa tionship existing between Milton' s
cla r a c ters in Paradise Lost and the spiritual forces of his
age against which the Puritans we r e f'igh t ing , George Whiting , Liiltonic c ritic, writes :
Here are disclosed tbe spiritual foes of the Puritans . Here are unclean spirits that for a space uere
driven out, and then , at the Restoration, returned ,
bringing with them seven other spirits more wicked
than themselves , so that Lilton implored his uuse :
nBut dr ive farr off the barbarou.s disonance

53Ibid ., XI , 480- 488 .
54Ib i d., XI , 52?- 533 .
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Of Bacchus and his Revellers, the Race
Of that Wilde Rout that tore the Thracian Bard
In Rhodope , where Woods and Rocks has Eares
To Rapture , till the savage clam.or drowned
Both Harp and Voice . "54
The terrible results of undisciplined conduct, a sin
which the Puritans regarded as a major one , occupied a cardinal place in l~ilton 1 s reasoning .

He held to the theory of

Divine vengeance , which basically is an Old Testa.u:ent one .
AS a study of his belief regarding this, it was to be noted

that he held to the belief that God was a God of goodness
if his creatures were good, but that he was a God of vengeance when they were not good; and he affixed a penalty
for every transgression .
An effective lesson of the 9ower of sel f-discipline

was presented as

~aam.

and Eve

"Hand in hand with wandering step and slow
Through Eden took their solitary way. 0 55
Adam, having come to recognize the strength of obedience to
the laws of virtue, said :
"Still over coming evil , and by small ,.ii th good
Accompli~hing great things, by things deem' d weak
Subverting worldly strong, and worldly wise

54George w. Whiting, Liilton ' s Literari ....ilieu. Chapel
Hill : University of North Caroli na Press, 939 . p . 239 .
55paradise Lost, XII , 648- 649 .
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By simpl y meek ; this suffering for truth ' s sake
Is fortitude to highest victory,
.And to the faithful , death the gate of 1 if e,
Taught this by his example whom I now
Acknowledge my redeemer ever blest. "56
In these lines, the last of which agein rumishes proof of
Milton's arthodox views of Sin, evidence is given of the
fact that Ada~ is in partial accord with the view that
"The mind is its own place and in itself
Can make a Heav' n of Hel l, a Hell of Heav ' n . n5?
That Milton was the champion or freedom during the era
in which he lived , cannot be denied by those who are familiar with his life, and they must admit that even above the
consuming devotion he paid to knowledge, the service he
rendered his country was greater.

This was due to a pas-

sionate love or liberty, a term which, he held, allied itself closely with freedom, and which he evaluated according
to its religious, its political , and its civil aspects .

It

is with a study of these three phases of liberty and free dom, the r efore , that this section of Chapter Four will
deal, using the terms "liberty" and "freedom" interchangeably as ~ilton did.
The int erpretation that the Puritans gave liberty ,
aJcording to Edward Dowden, meant seeking to express one ' s

56Ibid., XII, 648- 649 .
5?Ibid., XII, 56.5 - 568 .
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ideas and e not ions 1·.i tho-it

interference . 58

With this in-

terpretation lii:ilton was in er.tire aucord, though his ovm
ideas and emotions were not , as has often been reiterated
in this thesis, those of the strict ?.ir.i.tan .

He believed ,

as they did in the S cri~tures , the sovereignty of God , a
sever e morality und civil freedom .

I\:ilton , ho•ever , modi-

fied and enlarged upon their co11cept of liberty , for he
felt that all of these ~uestions should be decided upon
the basis of reason and free ·will .

In other words , the

Purit~s desired a limited liberty , as defined by their
own creed; 1.ilton desired end fou,Jlt far

o.

liberty of far

wider scope .
In his t"!.'O major poems i.~ilton demonstr::.tes his theories
of freedom most drar..u tic ally .

He consistently v1ages war

against c..1.Stom, tradition and tyranny both in Ch~rch and in
State , dlld he alv1ays strives to establish a nobler order
and a stricter allegi_nce to the Divine power and a free
obedience to the la':V of sup ren;,e ri..,;h teousness .

Ee despises

anythi ng th.Jt hinders thin.king and spe~ing and ,,orship:ping
as a man chooses, for to him freedom of thou@l t and speech
and ·,orship is so necessarily a part of m~n ' s existence as
a superior being tLat he made it a major iss~e in his plan

58....,d ,,ard Dm·; den, Puri tan and .anglican .
Holt and Company, 1901. p . 12.

·r:;ew York: Henry
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for a better world .

To him the human mi n d

•:,as God ' s i n-

strument by '.'1hich man could adjust himself to a fuller and
richer life , and anyone •.vho hind ..:rs the accomplishment of
its pur pose is man ' s bitter est enemy , one v1hom he believes
\'Jould be punished eventually .

He denounces relieious op-

pression most v ehemently as he says ,
" • • • yet m....nJ .Jill presume ;
.:hence he.;;ivie persec..ttion shi:.11 arise
On ... 11 who in the · 10rohip persevere
Of .:>pirit and Tru th ; the rest , farr ~reater part ,
,iill deem in outuard Rites and specio·is for es
Religion s~tisfi ' d ; Truth shall retire
BeBtuck with sl ....ndrous darts an:: '!mrks of Faith
Rarely be found : so shall bhe '1orld woe on ,
To ~ood nalibnurt , to bad men benigne ,
Under her O\.'L. v11:dJ1 t groaning , till the do.y
Appeer of respiration to the j..ist ,
.nd vengeunce to the wicked , at return •.• 11 59
Pursuant to the poet ' s theory of Free ,iill as appli cable to religious liber ty , we find him in Paradise Lost
maintaining thc.t by Free 'Hill , man may either obtuin salve ti on or damnation.

1•!.an fell as result of free choice ,

for God
" ··· made him just and right ,
oufficient to ::k!Ve stood , thoujJ. free to fall.
.c'..Ild the Sp i ri ts ,

59I bid ., XII , 508- 541 .
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both who stood and them who f a iled
Freely they stood who stood, and fell who fel1 . n60
"I f or med them free, and free they must remain
Till th.EU enthrall themselves; I else must cha~ge
Thir nature, and revoke the high Decree
Unchangeable, Eternal, which ordain ' d
Thir freedom, they ther...se_vbs cxt"~_ai~ ' d . .hir fall. o6l
Adam himself is well aware of his freedom of choice, but
is a ware also, of the conseq..ien ces which ,vill follow if
he chooses wro~ly, for he says:
"
• • • within himself
The danger lies, yet lies v'lithin his po•.ver:
Against his will he can receive no harm.
But God left free the Will, for what ob eyes
Reason , is free, and Reason he made right,
But bid her will beware, and still erect,
Least by some faire appearing good surpris 'd
She dictate false, and misinforme the Will
To do what God expressly hath farbid . "62
Of t he two great tragedies resulting from t he wrong
exercise of Free Will - Lucifer's and Adam' s - Lucifer's
was the first and undoubtedly the most tragic and unremediable .

Had he not refused to bow his knee to the Messiah

as reverently as t o God, because he conside red it "knee-

60Ibid., III, 98-102.
51Ibid . , III, 124-126 .
62Ibid. , IX, 348-356 • .
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tribute too much to one , " he mi e;h t never have been removed
from het1.ven .

But the choice ·was IL.J.de and the inevitable

penalty followed .
Milton maintained that no agency , not even the Church
should be given the ri@:lt to exercise force in interfering
with man' s f r ee conscience .

I t was just this that he felt

t he Episcopacy was attempting to do , and he accordingly
attacked it .

His f'ight f'or the "lofty ideals of obedient

freedom and of free obedience n in religious life lends enduring value to Paradise Lost .

He gives voice to his idea

of this fight when God of Israel he c r ies :
"Send thy Messiah forth , the time is come ,
Behold the Kings of earth , hav they oppress
Thy C:iosen; to ·what hei3ht their power unjust
They have exalted , and behind them cast
1-,.ll fear of thee , arise , and vindicate
Thy Glor y , free thy people from thir yoke . 1'P3
He continues by accusing the clergy of availing themselves
of names and places and titles , which they pretend to use
in a secular ·way but wh i ch they use to force carnal power
upon conscience .

He verifies this statement by saying:

,r:;olves shall succeed for teachers , grievous '\lolves ,

63Ibid . , I I, 44- 49 .
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~/ho all the sacred mysteries of Heav ' n
To thir own vile advantages shall t urne
Of Lucre and ambition, and the truth
·,Tith superstitions and traditions taint
Left onely in those written Records nur~
Thou.sh not but by the Spirit understood. '
Then shall they seek to ctVail themselves of names ,
Places and titles , and with these to joine
Secular !)ow er , thou.:.h feigning still to act
By spit· i tual , to themselves appropriating
The Spirit of God , promised alike and Giv' n
To all Beleevers; and from that pretense ,
Spiritual Lawes by carnal power shall :force
On every conscience ; Laws uhich none shall finde
left them inrould , or what the Spirit within
Shall on the heart engrave . n64
,ri'fuat

will tr. e y th en
But force the suirit of Grace i t self , end binde
His consort Libertie . "65

Liberty in civil matters is another of' tm themes
which we f'ind r unniI:8 throughout the passages of Paradise
~

-

Milton , as has already been seen in preceding chap-

ters , was filled to overflowing ,Ji th resent100nt and hostility toward tbe State as represented by the throne in his
day .

It was not a rebellion against worthy authority, but

against usurpations and misuse of authority .

An active ,

liberal Puritanism - such as Milton ' s was - v,ould , we know
have resulted in a healthy cornmonwedlth that was free i n
opposition to kingships and lords .

It was for such a so-

c iety that hllton was figh t ing , and he made full use of' his

poetic genius as a weapon.

64Ibid ., XII , 508- 511 .
65Ibid ., XII , 524- 526 .
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Even Satan is not so thoroUghly im:n.une to the forces
of Good but that he recognizes the value placed upon Liberty by heavenly souls .

Milton demonstrates this fact in

the following lines, in which he a l so emphasizes the destructive fer ces or Feast and Song - aimed primarily at the
Court - in making one indif'ferent to the servility of freedom:
"At first I thought that Libertie and Heav ' n
To heav'nly soules had bin all one; but now
I see that most through sloth had rather serve ,
t1inistring Spirits , trained up in Feast and Song :
Such has thou arm'd, the ministrelsie of Heav'n
Servilitie with freedom to contend ,
As both their deeds compas'd this day shall prove;
to which

bdiel replies:
This is servitude ,
To serve th' unwise, or him who hath rebell'd
~aic.st his worthier , as thine now serve thee,
Thyself not free, but to thyself errthrall'd;
Yet lendly dar'st our ministring upbraid
Reign thou in Hell thy kingdom, let mee serve
In Heav 'n God ever blest , and his Divine
Behests obey, wortPiest to be obey'd
Yet Chains in Hell no Realms expect. 0 66

Milton' s feeling about ''Thrones, Dominations , Princedoms , Vertues , Po.vers" is again expressed by Satan, who in
addressing these titular heads asks if they were minded to
pay "knee-tribute" to the King and suggests to them that

66Ibid.
_ , VI, 164-1?0.
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better counsels mie;ht teach man to thrcr.v off the yo!:e . He
insists that they are not \'Jillinr; to accept the King because he asks ,
,r1Till you ~lb1it your reci:.:s , ... nd choose to bend
The sup•)le knee? ye v1ill n t , if I trust
To .~,.::, ye right, or if ye 1- a·, yourselves
l~atives und Sons of Hcav ' n oossest before
:i::;;, none and if not e':1.ual s.li , yet free ,
.c. ual ly free ; 1'cr Li·derA and ne~rees .
J"arr not with Lib ertJ , but ,·,ell. . . consist •.• '
am continues by asking ,
a·.,vh.o c:1n in reason then or rieb,. t assume
1-..onarchy c,.rer such as live by right
His equals , if' iri ua.·, er and splendour less
In freedom equcl?6~
Cvnsistent with the Sclllle line of thought is another passage
airoo d et Cor. ~uerors who , ... ~idl o.el says , -.1fter they ln ve spilt
much blood and caused gre::it destruction in subduing nations ,
sho.11 cause the subdued to lose all virtue and fe~r of God
in conse~uence of their loss of freedoTu .

• further devel-

opment of this thouu-~t is carried oQt in the o,ening speech
of Book T\'ielve in Para dis e Lost , in which the angel e::-:pre sses !.iilton's idea of the rise of a king as of one
"
.•• who not content
With fair eq_uali ty , fr~temc1l state
1,:111 a brogate dominion underserv ' d

67Ibid . , V, 789-794 .
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Over his brethern , and quite dispossesses
Concord and law of tlatu.re from the Zarth. "68
.Any

but the most cursory reading of Lil ton I s poetry

shows him to have been occupied throuE;hout his mature life
by an all- encompassing regard for reli~ion, and behind practically all of the expressions of his tvro major poems can
be found this theme .

1,..

ilton believed in the supremacy of

man' s r eason , and for this reason , did not readily ~ccept
all the dogmas of ?uritanism.

Instead , he subjected them

to the procedure of intensive reasoning .
Some of the principles that he ac ce0ted which ·were
at variance with the literal m~nded members of his sect , and
the strict Puritan ' s opinion regardi!1G these were : (1) he
endorsed the theory of the eternal existence of matter as
a

part of God , and (2) he also believed in the virtue of

matter .

The more conservative Puritans rejected both of

these theories .

TheJ insisted that the ,,orld was created

from "one first matter all" that was pre- existent to its
creation, and was a p..lrt of the Divine ::nti ty .

He contended

that matter was of God ; therefore , it is good and cculd not
be destroyed.

He said ,

"Boundless the Deep , beceuse I am vho fill
Infinitude , nor vacuous the space . "69
0

68Ibid ., XII , 25- B9 .
69Ibid., VII , 168- 169 .
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Eis ideas regarding ma tt er conform to those of the Renaissance pantheist , claim~ng as they do tba t matter is infinite and omnipresent , that,
"One Almi ghtie is , from whom
All things proceed , and up to him return ,
If not dep r av ' d from good , created all
Such to per fection , one first matter all ,
Induc 'd with various forms , various degrees
Of substanc e , and i n things that live , of life ."?0
Being thus not only from God but also a part of God , matter
is eternal, and must forever mai ntain existence .

Regarding

this theory, the orthodox Puritan held that matter was crea ted from nothing , and therefore , things could be destr oyed •
.IDother point upon which the poet disagreed with the
Pur i tan creed was on t re doctrine of predestination .

Al -

thou~h he did not believe in eternal damnation , he did believe that all were destined to eternal l i fe on condition
of their evincing faith in Christ .

Those ·who , of their o·wn

free will , a ccepted Him .. ould be heirs to salvation, and
alt hough God knew ahead of t i me which of his creatures would
fall, he did not ordain that it shoald happen .

The fact

allows .adam to express this belief in this manner :
"

?◊Ibid.,

They there fore as to right belonged ,

V , 649- 654
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So were created , nor can justly accuse
Thir maker , or thir makin6 or thir fate ;
_ s if predestination over rul 'd
Thir will dispos ' d by absolute decree
Or hit)1 foreknowledge ; they themselves decreed
The :ir own revolt , not I : if I foreknow ,
Foreknowledge had no influero e on their f ault
Which had no less -prov ' d certuin unforeknovm . n?l
..mother great divergence bet\·een Lilton's ideas and
those of the real Puritan , lay in the fact that he denied
the Trinity or Personality of the Deity .

He believed God

to be omnipotent, and the Son and I!oly Spirit not one with
Him.

Evi dence of this belief is seen in Paradise Lost

where Raphael speaks to ~1dam:
"O Adam, one .8.lmightie is from whom
All things proceed. 0 72
Numer ous passage~ s~bstantiate the statement that he regar ded Christ as second to the Father , as for example :
"Effulgence of~ 6 lory , Son believed,
Son in whose ftice invisible is beheld
'
Visibly
, ·what by Deity I am ,
_
.rt.nd in wn.ose hand what by decree I ao ,
Gecond orunipotenc e. 11 73
..'iD.other is:
"O Father, O Supreme of Heav ' nly Thrones ,

71Ibid., V, 751-760 .
72Ibia., V, 469 - 470 .
73Ibid . , VI , 680- 684 .
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First , Highest , Holiest, Best, t hou always seekst
To glorify t hy Son, I always thee . "74
And

still another is:
"In Him all His Father a l one
~ubstantially express • d and i n his face
Divine compassion visibly appeared . n75

The poe t felt that Ch ri s t's position was due not alone to
God ' s decree but a l so to h~s own perfect me rit, for he says :

"Because thou has t, t hough thron ' d in h i ghest bless

I:qual to God , and equallt enjoying

God-like fruition , quitte d all to save
a •.,orld fro m utter loss, and has been found
By merit mor e than Berthright Son of God,
Found v1or tl!iest to be so by being good ,
Farr more than Great or 3 i gh •••
Therefore thy Humili ation shall exalt
With thee thy Manhood a l so t o t his Throne . "76
Hilaire Belloc, a Miltonic critic writing on -..ilton ' s creed
in his later life, col'.llEents as follows:
He had diverged f r om all those about him.

He

had created a ne,·1 denial all his own . He was par t
and in a f inal opposition to it all . He had re nounced the Creed .
His g reat denial of the central Ch ristian
doctrines was i n silent pr ocess during a ll these
y ear s when men saw him so simply f or what they
took him to be . He h ad been at work, since we
know not when, upon a refutation of the Trinity ,

?4Ibid . , VI, 723-? 25 .

75Ibid., III, 139 .
?6Ibid ., III, 305-314.
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of the absolute creation ••• the calling forth
of all things visible and invisible from nothi ngness by the Omnipotent , even our triumph over
Death; and this he set down at great length and
with a wealth of argWIEnt (but carefully concealed)
in that treatment and confession which he called in a title not vl.i. thout irony for us, though for him
it was sincere - ".A Treatise on Christian Doctrine"
De Doctrina Christiana . ??
'
As further substantiation of the fact thdt I-.Iilton' s views
experienced changes as early as 1640, Belloc cites the be lief that De Doctrina Christiana was written before ?r.ilton lost his sight, "and probably the buL~ of it already
written in those years of violent reaction against authority which followed in 1642 . "

He contends that the

mass of it was done during the Civil ~ars, or previous to
the seven years between the breakir:g down of his marriage
and his sudden appearance as a pamphleteer cr-ying out for
the death of the King.

~ssuming this t9 be correct, one

endorses his statements regarding Milton' s theology preceding the period in which he wrote tLe t wo major poems :
"It /12! Doctrina Christiana/ purports to be a
general examination of what a man may , or rather
must , believe if he takes scripture for his sole
guide. It is an elaborate, intensive plea against
Monogamy and the Incarnation. It is more than that ,
it is a considered plea in favour of' a limited God ;

??Hilaire Belloc, Milton.
pincott Company . pp . 287-288 .
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A God who did not make all things visible and invisible , but ~ith whom matter was co- existent , who
worked upon matter , but who was not himself the conscious author of the stuff whereof the Universe is
made. It proclaims the death of a man to be absolute
and temporary; soul and body , both ceasing in one
end ••• It is true that no one reading Paradise
Lost fully and closely can fail to mark: a certain
odd note in the relations of the First and Second
Persons of the Trinity , but the reader of that epic
who feels either schocked or amazed may say to himself - ' This is poetic necessity. ' The Person of
Christ is crudely presented because the image has
to be salient , and the Son, as agent of the eternal
·will, presented in the portrait of man instead of
abstract theolcg ical definitions . n78
Thus from the evidence cited in Paradise Lost , one
might conclude that the images and convictions presented
in it show Mil ton ' s line of thinking during the days of
the Commonweal th and Civil T./ars as somewhat different in
its moral, religious and political implications fro rn what
it had been in his earlier years .

a strict, but somewhat

less rigid application of virtue , a rejection of the Trinity ,
a denouncing of the monarchial form of g overnment and an
open a v owal of complete faith in the Protestant God are
plainly evidenced .
Paradise Regained , the se~uel to Paradise Lost, contains much of the Puritan philosophy of !,~ilton and teaches
that human aspir ations after mere glory and the extension
of empire ar e not only to be condemned from a moral point

78I!2.i£.. , XII , 289 •
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of view, but ar-e less truly great dignified and majestic
than quiet r.1oderation , patient abiding of the time and
resignation to present fortune - principles for wh;'..ch :::?uritanism stood . 79
The scene of Paradise Regained is confined to the
temptation of Jesus in the wildnerness , with its resultant
victory .

In a mil,h ty battle between the God of this •.rnrld

and the chosen champions of the God of Heeven, the forces
of good and evil are aligned against each other .

Near the

beginning of the struggle , Satan full of resourcef1l cunning and subtlety, pleads to be permitted to see and approach the Son of God, acknowledging that he still admires
what is excellent and good and fair and virtuous , and complaining that
"This wounds me most (what can it less?)
~an fallen, shall be restored ,
I never mere . 1180
AS app~rent as is the fact that at his request to see God
is but a plea of veiled hypocrisy, one cannot doubt his
lament , that he will never more be restored, is genuine .
Feeling this , the rec1der is moved to pity for him; he

?9J .

w.

Hales and

c. s. Jerram, ed . , Paradise Regained ,

80paradise Regained , 404 - 405 .
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senses , here , that ::ilton is less harsh in his idea of punishment

am

vengeance in this poem than ne was in Paradise

From Christ ' s rr~dit~tion in the garden c3n be gleaned
proof of the poet ' s reverence for the Bible, as Christ
says :
•r-1lhen I was yet a child , no childish play
To me was pleasing ; all my mind was set
SerioJ.s to learn and know , and thence to do
~'That mie;ht be public .;ood •••
Therefare above my years
The law of God I read and found it sweet;
1iade it my whole deliGht , and in it grew .•• t18l
In the same measure that Paradise Lost is centered upon the Fall af J._an, so is Paradise Regained concentrated upon the resistance of Jesus to temptation by the spirit of
evil .

This resist3nce is the pledge of ultimate victory of

man through assertion of the power of self- discipline .
In the poem the action is centered a round the triumph
of righteoQsness over evil , and throughout its entirety ,
emphasis is brousht to bear upon the import nee of chaste
thought and deed , just as it was in the other poem.

out-

standing as an example of these elements of Puritanism is
Christ ' s rejection of the temptations .

81Ibid ., I, 201-208 .
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temptations, Satan tempts the Saviour with objects that
satisfy his appetite , but Christ refusing them, answers
that he has a r ight to all things , and will not accept the
worldly gifts .

In the second tempt ation , Christ is led

to the mountain and offered the kingdom seen tmrefrom, if
he will worship as Satan asks , but rebuffing Satan a second
time , he says ,
" • · · I esteem those names of men so poor
Who could do mighty things and could contemn
Rieb.es , though offered from the hand of kings
Extol not riches then, the toil of fool s ,
The wise man ' s cunb r ance , if not snare ;
To s l acken virtue and abate her edge more apt
Than. prompt her to draught may meri t praise .
What if with like aversion I reject
Riches and realms? Yet not for that a crown,
Golden in show , is but a wreath of thorns
For therein stands the off'ice of a King ,
His Honour , Virtue , Merit , and chief Praise ;
That for the publi c all thie weight he bears
Yet he who reigns within himself , and rules
Passions , Desires , and Fears , is more a King ;
And who attains not , ill aspires to rule
Ci t i es of men , headstr ong Multitudes ,
Subject himself to Ana r chy within,
Or laimless passions i n him which he serves .
But to guide Nations in the way of t r uth
By saving Doct rine , and from error lead ,
To know and knowi ng war shi p God aright
I s yet more Kingly •• •
Besides , to give a Kingdom hath been thought
Creator and nobler done , and to lay down
Far more magnani mous , then to assume .
Rieb.es are needless then , both for themselves,
And for thy r eason why they should_be so~~t ,
To gain a S ceptre , oftest better miss ' t .

8 2I bid . , II, 447- 486 .
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In the solemn words of this speech can be found strains of
high moral thought , allusions to the reigning King in England , and reference to the temperance theme - close parallels
of which were drawn from Paradise~.
Rejection of the third temptation breathes the scorn
of llilton for conquerors who leave ruin behind them as conscious evidence of their desire far fame, which Satan offers
Christ.

It also stresses the the me of liberty.
"Vlhat do these worthies
But rob and spoil , bum, slaughter and enslave
Peaceable nations, nei ghbouring or remote
Made captive , yet deserving freedom more
Than t hose their conquerors? 1183

In his refusal to accept Satan 's offer of fame , Christ expresses one of the abiding principles of hlilton ' s life :
"
Who best can suffer
Best can do, best re i gn, who first
',fell hath obey ' d . "84
As Satan continues with his temptation, Christ reminds him
that those who worship pagan gods in order to secure fa.me
serve only enemies .

His wards a re:

"
No , let them serve
Their enemies, who serve idols with God ."85

8 3Ibid ., III ., ?4- ?8
84Ibid., III, 194- 196.
85Ibid., III, 431-432.
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In the final book, Christ still is i mmovable as he is offered t h e power of Rome, and after Satan pledges his all
and is rejected , he further tempts the Lord with the kingdom of the mind.

In Christ's final refusal of this, there

is reflected one of the most noteworthy examples of what the
poet con~iders adherence to tlE right.

Steeped as Lilton

is in a love for the classics, this scene shows that he
would , true to the Puritan dogma, reject the temptation of
gaining philorophic knowledge f rom the sages, in preference
to knowledge of God .

Christ says:

"Think not but tha t I know these things, or think
I know them not; not theref ore am I short
Of knowing v,hat I aught; he who r eceives
Li~t from a bove, from the fountain of light
No other doctrine needs though granted true ••• «86
A politic al aspect of the poem is found in Jesus ' rejection of the "political maxims" of Satan, and in his refusal to reveal either the time or the manner of his proposed greatness .

This is symbolic of the defeat of the Puri-

tan power with Milton's avowed proposal t o re store it .
In the final temptation, Satan m!lKes use of fear by demanding that Christ shav proof that he is the Son of God,
hoping to arouse his fear of evil conse~...tences, if He can-

86~. , r.v,

286- 29 0 .
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not •

The t empt er cries :
''Now show thy progeny ; if not to stand
Cast thyself davn ; safely if Son of God . n87

To which Jesus replies ,
"Tempt not the Lord thy God, he said and stood.
But Satan smitten with amazement fell . • • n88
In these two lines :.:ilton shows the fuli'illment or the
prophecy with which Paradise Lost ended - that the seed of'
woman should bruise the serpent's head .
Just as in the first poem, man is m~de to suffer the
results of Adam's yielding to temptation, so in the second
is he redeemed through Christ's victory over temptation.
In the end , this victory is acknowledge d in the inspiring
lines :
1

'Hail , .::;on of the t.:ost High , heir of both \;orlds ,
-<-ueller of Satan: on thy 0 lorious work
Now enter , _na. begin to save I11ankirrl . tt89
In Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained , let it be emphasized that one finds running throughout the two :poems
the theme of subordination of the vlill of man to that of

God , and recognition of the redemption of' lllLtn throue;h power
of a tone ment .

87Ibid . , IV, 554- 555 .
88Ibid ., IV, 551- 562 .
89Ibid ., IV , 633-635 .

SUl.IM.ARY

The poem closes in perfection , but as one looks over
its great events one cannot help feeling th::: t the loss of
Heaven far Satan and of Paradise for ..tdam. and Eve symbolize something even. greater and wider than hat they are
intended to do in the ''Great .argument" of the justification of God ' s waJs .

Revolt is in the IL.ture of things and

so is the violence a nd ench~m.tment of sexual feeling .
Both lead to disaster , as ..., ilton well knew, yet both are
so strong elements in his own character that they command ,
even against his better judgement , his respect .

There is

a sense in which here , as in all of i:,:ilton' s work , it is
man rbther th c.. n God who is justified .

The loss of Paradise

gives scope not only for a greater exercise of God's love
but also fer a fuller dignity of man.
The aim of this thesis has not been either scholarship
or objectivity but to present the fa.cts relevant to the
biblical aspects and Puritan TheoloeY found in John Hilton ' s major poems Paradise I.odt and Parc:.dis e Regained .
Contemporary events seemed ldrgely to have shaped Iv.ilton ' s
destiny and probably to hc1ve intensified the Pu.ritan influences in him.

Had th ere been no wholesale oppression of

the masses or no Civil \far , the best thdt was in the poet
probably might never have answered to the urge of the pen
nor to the Puritan tendencies th~t mude him so distinctly
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a champion of the cause of justice or helned to cre~te in
him the outstandi11g literary genius th .. t he bec3m.e .

In

addi ti. on to t re se tend.enc ies th t served to sh&pe his mode
of ~c ti on , certain personal elements helped to determine his
destiny , ror he was reared in a liberv.l Puri tan t.ome under
the most fer mal discipline , and while at colle3e saw mostly
the superficial rnd ceremonious side of religion .

.

Both of

these fa ctors hel:ped to give him great dislike for prescribed rites and forrnali ty , -.1nd to make him strongly opposed to the injection of any practice into Ch....rch or State
which he felt divested the one of its spiritual signific:....r1ce
or the other of its inherent right to estcblish and r:aintain freedom and justice .

beca~se of the deplorable con-

flicts of the age in which he l iv ed , he felt '1imself called
upon to dedic :..te : .. is li"'e to reforminc condU;ions so that
man midlt live unhampered by social, political or religious
restrictions which tended to dest1:oy hls individu:::lity.
These were the princi9les Pnrltanism w~s fi.:_:hting for , 'nd
they a r e found r eflected i n his poems .
In the early poems of liilton , f~int traces of puritanism ~re found .

.!,

reverence for piety and cm sti ty ,

coupled with an c:.ppreciation of sensuousness end nn enjoyn ent of the beautiful , the i-:.. tter of v.hich is n ot altogether in keeping with arthodoY. Puri t~niso, is present .

11?

A deep religious tendency, expressing itself in an acknowledgement of the Trinity, is a l so evident .
A growing concern for man' s wel fare evinced itself in
the sonnet group produced during the period of the early
minor poems .

Political issues which lad been brought to

bear upon Milton's thought and time reflected themselves in
his poems through the elements of justice and liberty ,
which entered his plan of writing .

Virtue and chastity

received increasing emphasis but were modified somewhat in
importanc e by the prominence be placed upon the defense of
man ' s rights against the encroachment of oppression from
Church and State .

Evidences of a strong faith in God are

noticeable, especially in the opening lines of Comus and
the closing lines of Lycidas , as they had been i n the
earlier poem, ~ ~ Solemn Musi ck.

A slightly more serious

note was struck by the poet and a d·eeper concern for mankind developed .

This resolved itself into the Puritan idea

of relig ious zeal and reverence that aimed at reforming
humanity in general.
Milton's religious belief had altered somewhat , since
the completion of his major poems , for he now believed in
the existence of a supreme God , the Father , to whom were
subordinated the Son and the Holy Spirit , the Son being
nearer the essence and nature of God than the Holy Spirit .
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He believed in the redanption of the soul through confession of faith in Christ and in its resurrection .

He en-

dorsed the theory that matter was of the essence of God, and
tmrefore , could not be destroyed .
Free Will should govern man.

He contended Reason and

When they did not , man by his

own choice sinned and must suffer the consequences of his
sin before he could redeelli himself .

He provided in his be-

lief for a hell but maintained tht:.t no one was predestined
to live there.

He believed in the dual source of knowl-

edge as gained from the Bible and direct revelation from
God, and he adhered to a rigid interpretation of tre Bible
as did orthodox Puritanism.

He believed in the sp irit of

internati onality or the importance of the development of
the soul , as opposed to the superiority of externality as
evinced in the pomp and cereCTony of the ecclesiastical
church.
In summing up the influences of Puritan Theology in
Milton's Paradise Lost and Paradise Re,>ained, one might say
that they embodied the elements of chastity, of virtue in
general, of discipline and of freedom in conjunction with
an abiding faith in God .

am

Milton had accocplished fully

with immense success what his youth had designed.
So in "peace and c onsolation" the poem ends, but it
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is not to be fer gotten that the outstanaing identifyi~
influences that linked :r.:ilton with this Purittln co.use , it
was thou _;ht , is found in a mild voice th.it cs.me from midst
a Gol den Cloud ,
"Servant of God , ' uell done , well hast thou fou__:ht
The better fi 6ht , who single bast ,u..intained
bgainst revolted multitudes tre Cause
Of Truth , in :10rd mij:l.tier than they in .•rmes
And for the testi1...onie or Truth hast born
Jniversal reproach , far worse to bea.re
Then violence: fer this was dll t'll.r car e
To stand ;;ipprov ' d in sight of God , though Vlorlds
Judg ' d thee perverse . "l
1

l_paradise Lost , VI , 2?- 29 .
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